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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

January 23, 2022, an estimated 30,000  to 50,000  Americans gathered in Washington, D.C., for a

“Defeat the Mandates” rally.  The crowd marched from the Washington Monument to the Lincoln

Memorial, where dozens of speakers  — scientists, doctors, academics, media personalities and

COVID jab victims — gave a series of inspiring talks intermixed with musical performances. As

reported by The Defender:

“After two years of being told to do what ‘Fauci says’ and comply with coercive COVID

mandates because it’s ‘the only way out’ of an otherwise endless pandemic, Americans of

every race, creed, sexual orientation, political aCliation and vaccination status joined

forces Sunday to say, ‘Enough!’

More than 30,000 people traveled from all over the country for the ‘Defeat the Mandates’

rally to defend our inalienable Constitutional rights and protest vaccine mandates,

government overreach, censorship and more.

The COVID pandemic has revealed broken systems, including our healthcare system, media

and government. With truth, justice and the American way in crisis, rally-goers called for a

return to basic values.”

The video at the top of the article features the speech given by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. Below is Fox

News’ coverage of the event and an interview with one of the co-organizers of the event, Will Witt, a

PragerU commentator. Other sponsors included the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance,

World Council for Health, the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation and Children’s Health Defense.

Interspersed in the sections below, you’ll also ]nd the speeches by Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Peter

McCullough, Dr. Pierre Kory and Steve Kirsch, founder of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund.

Kennedy’s ‘Defeat the Mandate’ Speech

Kennedy began by applauding the courage of “doctors of conscience,” who from the beginning of

the pandemic have been attacked and harassed simply for speaking the truth and doing what their

vocation demands. He also discussed the “information chaos” that has been a hallmark of the

pandemic response:

“The orchestrated confusion and fear by manipulating PCR tests, overamplifying them, by

changing the metrics for how death certiScates are calculated; the complete absence of

any good information on case fatality rates or infection fatality rates.

These are all the things that our public health agencies ought to be telling us so we can ...

evaluate the risk, the treatment and prophylactic protocols. We weren’t given any of that

information. The information we were given were badly, badly manipulated.”

For example, he says, we were not told about age-strati]ed risks. The risk of dying from COVID for

those over 70 is 1,000 times greater than for those under the age of 70, and for children, the risk of

dying from COVID is statistically no different than zero. These facts were suppressed and the

media convinced us the risk was equally great for everyone, and this prevented us from having a

rational conversation about pandemic responses.

P?zer’s Trial Data Proves Its COVID Jab Isn’t Safe

Kennedy then went on to review P]zer’s trial data, which the U.S. Food and Drug Administration,

after vowing transparency, wanted 75 years to release. Data released so far show that six months

into what should have been a ]ve-year trial, they ended the trial by unblinding the placebo group

and giving them the real COVID shot.

What this means is that we can never know the long-term impacts of this injection, as they got rid

of the controls. Still, the data is revealing. In those six short months, 21 of the 22,000 volunteers in

the vaccine group died, compared to 17 in the placebo group. Extrapolating from that data, we can

conclude that if you take the jab, you have a 21% increased chance of dying over the next six

months.

Now, how could P]zer conclude that the shot was 100% effective? Because only one person died

from COVID in the vaccine group, whereas two people in the placebo group died from COVID, and

two is 100% greater than one. This is what’s known as “relative risk.”

“It is a deceit!” Kennedy said. “The important thing for people to understand is ‘absolute

risk.’ This is what absolute risk tells us: They have to give 22,000 people the vaccine to

protect one person from death from COVID.

And if you have to give 22,000 people the vaccine to prevent one death, you better make

sure the vaccine doesn’t kill anybody. Because if it kills one person, you have canceled out

all the beneSts.”

Well, in this case, we saw that the vaccine group had four more deaths than the placebo group. So,

the data tells us that the jab is killing more people than it can save. The most common cause of

death in the vaccine group was heart attack.

A total of ]ve people had a fatal heart attack in that group, compared to just one in the placebo

group. So, in conclusion, for every COVID death they prevent, these shots are causing four excess

heart attack deaths. And, indeed, heart attacks are among the top most-reported adverse events.

The Seeding of Hatred Is Bearing Fruit

While some object to comparisons being made between our current situation and the Nazi regime,

such comparisons are unmistakably spot-on. Those who object may be doing so because it hits too

close to home.

Not only do media and our own government accuse people who stand up for the Constitutional

right to bodily autonomy of being “domestic terrorists,”  a shockingly large portion of Democrats

also favor draconian penalties for the unvaccinated — including corralling them into internment

camps.

A recent Rasmussen poll  show 77% of those who identify as Democrats support vaccine

mandates, compared to just 22% of self-identifying Republicans.

Of Democrats, 55% also favor ]nes for the unvaccinated, 59% think unvaccinated people should be

placed under house arrest, 48% say government should be allowed to ]ne or even imprison anyone

who questions the effectiveness of the COVID jab, 45% approve of segregating the unvaccinated

into some sort of internment camp, and 29% endorse removing children from parents who refuse

the jab. As noted by comedian JP Sears, who emceed the rally:

“I don’t know much, but one of the things I do know is mandates and freedom they don’t

mix. They’re like oil and water. They can’t occupy the same space at the same time.”

Media and Celebrities Have Misused Their InOuence

As it stands, it appears half of all so-called “Democrats” have been brainwashed into supporting

nihilistic totalitarianism, the complete rejection of established laws, democracy and constitutional

rights.

We shouldn’t come down on them too hard, though, because the media have done such a fantastic

job at brainwashing people with fear — fear of an invisible virus, fear of each other, fear of their own

families. Everyone’s an enemy. Even those who are the image of health itself are portrayed as

potential death dealers.

More than anyone else, the media bear responsibility for stirring up this hate, creating political

division and polarizing Americans against each other. And for what? So that the media’s puppet

masters can then pretend to “save” us from ourselves with their “Build Back Better” plan and Great

Reset.

A number of celebrities have also misused their status to promote unwarranted hatred and

segregation based on medical choices. Among them, Star Trek actor George Takei, who in mid-

August 2021 took to Twitter to share his despise for the unvaccinated:

“The willfully unvaccinated who wind up in hospitals from COVID should not receive priority

medical care over other very sick or injured people who are as much in urgent need of

medical care.”

Media Try to Foment Civil War to Protect Their Puppet Masters

The globalist puppet masters want a civil war, and they’ve used the media to program people for it.

A quick online search for “civil war”  shows the media are busily pumping out articles “predicting”

that civil war is imminent, this time between people in each individual state, rather than state

against state. Don’t fall for it.

The whole thing is a sham; it’s sheer projection of what the “Build Back Better” authoritarians are

doing against their own people. They want us at each other’s throats so we won’t be at theirs. It’s

obscene, really — truly Orwellian doublespeak. 

The good news is that more and more people are waking up to the insanity, realizing where the

problem actually lies. Our problem is not with each other, regardless of political agliation or

medical status. Our problem is with leadership that refuse to adhere to the U.S. Constitution, which

spells out the rights of all Americans and upon which this nation was founded. As noted by

Kennedy in his rally speech:

“We have witnessed over the last 20 months a coup d’état against democracy, and the

controlled demolition of the United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights starting with

the censorship … If you give the government the license to silence its critics, you have

given them the capacity to commit any atrocity they want and to obliterate all the

amendments and rights of the Constitution.”

You’re Being Starved of Crucial Information

The media have proven useless in this pandemic. Worse, they’ve proven to be an enemy of the

people, withholding crucial, life-saving information while fomenting suspicion, fear, hatred and

medical bigotry. As noted by Kory in his speech:

“Every time I try to speak out or we try to publish a paper, the medical journals reject them,

retract them. They won’t review them. You are being starved of critical information. The

media ignores us. They’ve captured the television stations and newspapers. They will not

allow any information about nonproSt, low-cost medication to reach the masses. And

people are dying.”

The media have been known as “the Fourth Estate” for the reason that they have the power and

capacity for advocacy and the framing of political issues. Whether intentionally or through

ignorance, the media have misled the people, resulting in needless death and suffering.

Rather than investigating and shedding light on important issues and concerns, they’ve hidden and

suppressed one side of the story and twisted the other side out of all proportion. I honestly don’t

know if they will ever recover. Of course, they have plenty of help from Big Tech, which suppresses

and hides anything that contradicts the ogcial narrative, making sure the “Mockingbird” press is all

you see wherever you look.

If You Want to Preserve Humanity, Do Not Comply

There are no easy answers to this. There are no solutions that will be pain-free. If you want to be

free, and ensure freedom for your children and grandchildren, then you must be willing to be

inconvenienced and uncomfortable in the short-term. You must continue to speak out, wherever

you can, and peacefully refuse to comply with freedom-robbing unconstitutional edicts.

You need to realize that freedom is not free. It’s not given willingly by those who want to lord over

the many. Again and again, throughout history, people have had to ]ght in various ways to get it,
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and ]ght again to keep it when it was threatened. Our forefathers shed their blood and sacri]ced all

they had so that you could live in a free nation. Over time, that freedom was slowly eroded, piece by

piece.

Now, the end result of giving in a little here and a little there is staring us in the face. We’re now

close to losing everything. We’re close to losing ownership over our very own bodies, and when that

goes, what do you have left, really?

“ It’s not even a question of whether the COVID
jabs are safe or dangerous. The idea that you’d have
to get a medical intervention in order to “earn” the
right to buy milk or watch a movie is anti-human at
its core.”

Historically, a slave was someone who did not have the right to refuse a demand by his or her

master. They had no bodily autonomy. Their body belonged to their master. Without bodily

autonomy, we will all be slaves, whether we can identify our master or not. Like slaves of old, we’re

also close to losing the right to our own children. What then?

We’re losing the right to work, get an education, the right to buy food even, or obtain basic medical

care. What kind of life is this? Is this the kind of world you want to leave for your children?

It’s not even a question of whether the COVID jabs are safe or dangerous. It doesn’t matter. Even if

they were safe for everyone (and they’re not), the idea that you’d have to get a medical intervention

— ANY medical intervention — in order to “earn” the right to buy milk or watch a movie is simply

revolting.

It’s anti-human at its core. So, if you deem yourself human at all, you have an obligation to act

accordingly, and to resist, denounce and refuse to comply with attempts to strip us of our humanity.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has ]nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Misinformation has been the basis of mass hypnosis injected into people's minds, even saying that children were being hospitalized in

serious condition. Spectacular falsehoods, truths from independent science, demonstrations against “vaccine” mandates like

Washington, DC, and trucker protests in many countries are outlining the truth: young people are not at serious risk, lockdowns are not

they stop the spread and cause an economic crisis with more deaths from hunger and suicides, and the rejection of cheap, safe

protocols are causing many thousands of deaths. YouTube removed the December 2020 US Senate testimony from Drs. Peter

McCullough and Pierre Kory, world-class experts in cardiology and critical care, respectively, and the demonetized evolutionary

biologist Bret Weinstein, all touted effective early treatments.

Look at the death statistics in the link due to the misinformation that reigns in this plandemic.

www.realclearmarkets.com/articles/2022/02/04/how_a_war_on_misinformati..  (02/’4/2022) An essential chapter of this

misinformation is contempt for natural immunity. 6 BIG DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NATURAL VS. VACCINE-INDUCED IMMUNITY

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/differences-natural-vaccine-induce..  (04/02/2022) In this ]ght we now have the brave truckers

who tell the truth about the “vaccines” against the deceptions and tyranny of Biden and Fauci. Canadian truckers are on the march and

their counterparts in the US, Europe, South Africa and Australia are preparing for similar lengthy protest campaigns against Wuhan's

coronavirus vaccine mandates. www.brighteon.com/334433bc-7586-4e19-b11f-e068d108edf9  (01/02/2022)
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I am watching those who would rule by intimidation and coercion. They do not claim the hearts and the souls of the people.

Even the survey quoted is likely obsolete and outdated by now--so many people have lost faith in govt and media in such a short

period of time. The "elites" may be smug in their successes, but they do not realize, that, while they may have won a battle, they

have lost the war.  Karma sucks when it comes back for payday.
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Thank you Dr Mercola for a brilliant article coordinating the speakers of truth who have resolutely stayed strong against a

tsunami of fear-mongering pro]teering lies. Good doctors "]rst do no harm". So we can extrapolate from that that Big Pharma

stooges are doctors in name only but in the style of Dr Mengele, Fauci &tc Thanks Gui for revealing so eloquencly what is going

on and providing the links. The latest news I have observed is coming out of Israel where most people have had four jabs. The

news is - predictably - not good at all.

""The vast majority of the deceased are vaccinated...They have seemingly gone through 'immune erosion'."

twitter.com/.../1489446839409463296  And here is one of the Canadian Truckers showing how to act like a true & wise warrior,

organising good will amongst the protest and talking about "vaccine certainty psychosis" which sees no needle evil, hears no

needle evil, and speaks no needle evil: twitter.com/.../1489705014608248835
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Gui, there is freedom of the press, but only if you own one. Once there were multiple outlets, independent, regional, local. Now,

the Digital Devine New Gods along with fellow Predator$ have condensed sources of information to come from 6, (it may be 5

now,) national news outlets they outright own or at the very least control. Then what's peddled comes only comes from those

Ogcial Authorities & Institutions. So go back to the last Great Recession, the bank meltdowns. Curiously also fueled by creative

bookkeeping, manipulated ]gures & data, card shuting mortgages through multiple insurance policies until the mortgages

couldn't be held to the original bank giving the loan.

All the disruption speeding up moving from print media to digital. Looking into the situation discovered print media was making

up to 22 times more pro]t than with hard copy. As always, once the 'Greeks' deliver the gift, when a critical mass is

achieved...surprise, now how many Internet News sources want to charge for formally free service? A 'free' service already

making far more $$$ than the old model, & with far less competition, or differing opinions. All this leads to ever smaller ogcial

source of 'news.' The attacks on Rogan, Doc, are attempts to keep peoples of all sorts, all backgrounds from sitting down &

having open discussions exploration of all subjects, life.

The danger the Predator$ want to shut down is if not enough of us buy into to the Mass Formation Psychosis, the either or

thinking, may discover we can solve problems on our own, Predator$ need not apply! A classic piece of Gates media inuuence;

www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/scientist-dismantles-vaccine-sceptic-s-ar..  So the whole thrust is an anti-vaxxer is debunked

by expert. It hangs on Dr Malone being the inventor of the Jab/s. Malone doesn't claim this, most here don't either. It's a Legacy

meme then it's used against us.
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Then there is this piece; www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/nih-director-francis-collins-is-leavin..       Collins calls out Doc, then

the news outlet dutifully provides a link to Doc's store & products. Assuming Doc is a predator surpassing the $$$'s made by the

Gates vaccine schemes, the P]zer pro]ts, or even Collins & Fauci's royalties. (Maybe Collins can catch up if he wins his lawsuit

with one of the Jab manufacturer's?) Then yesterday rrealrose posted this clip

www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/nih-director-francis-collins-is-leavin..      

The ]rst half hour, if I understand it properly shows New Data very similar if not nearly the same as decades ago it was

determined the tech for the Jab was a disaster to apply as a vaccine scheme. Early data then as now show at ]rst it all seems to

be a winner hands down. Until subjects were exposed to the virus in the wild, horrible disaster & outcomes. This New Data

shows how the Jab & each increasing Jab cripples the immune system so there is a dependence for the Jab/s, yet it still keeps

the proper Immune systems in constant deterioration. The frog slow boils until dead & is replaced by a new generation. Rinse &

repeat.
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Yes, Almond, health and liberty are not advocated, convenience is advocated. The governments have no scruples, only an

excessive desire to govern for their own interests following the dictates of the globalist elite. We cannot trust any government,

any public health authority or the media. Independent scientists and truth-telling journalists are slandered, demonized, accused

of disinformation, censored, ]red and called domestic terrorists. We are in a war where the powerful seek more wealth and

power while the oppressed spill their blood with biological weapons and political and medical corruption in hospitals.

As the more than 17,000 DOCTORS AND SCIENTISTS manifest at the Rome summit, POLICIES that constitute "CRIMES

AGAINST HUMANITY" are being carried out: "Thousands have died of COVID as a result of being denied early life-saving

treatment. The Declaration is a rallying cry for doctors who ]ght daily for the right to treat their patients, and the right of

patients to receive those treatments, without fear of interference, retaliation, or censorship by the government, pharmacies,

pharmaceutical corporations and big technology. " PHYSICIANS DECLARATION GLOBAL COVID SUMMIT – ROME, ITALY

doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org
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Thanks NW, for the well-deserved reference to our hero Dr. Mercola, and the data on the damage of the "vaccines". While

doctors and scientists speak with the truth of science, many are discriminated against by governments. Christine Elliott, Deputy

Prime Minister of Ontario, Canada, does not approve of doctors in her province having any right to free speech, including the

right to practice medicine, if they violate the government's Wuhan coronavirus narrative.

In a speech, Elliott told her constituents that she calls for more censorship of doctors who say or do anything outside the

bounds of the ogcial story, which is that masks and vaccines are the only cure for the uu Fauci.

twitter.com/.../1483834947395895301  (01/19/2022) The most terrible thing is happening now with the "vaccines" against

children. The Biden administration is now paying pediatricians through the Medicaid health insurance program to push the

Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines. Encourage doctors who advise parents to inject their children with the COVID-19

vaccine despite its dangers.

In December, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) announced that they "now require states to cover COVID-19

vaccine counseling visits in which health care providers talk with families about the importance of vaccination." vaccination of

children. The policy applies to all children covered by Medicaid. “Medicaid provides health insurance coverage to more than

40% of all children in the United States and is an important source of coverage for black and brown children,” CMS notes,

indicating by use of a capital letter which children it considers more important.

thenewamerican.com/biden-administration-paying-doctors-to-push-covid-1..  (01/02/2022)
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I put one of your links into safari snd showed nothing! Not even lies. Used SwissCows search app and there the links are!

 SwissCows is a better search engine for privacy it seems. I’m not sure I trust DuckDuckGo anymore. Thanks for all your

information. I’m 74 this year. No shots. Ever. Had maybe 2 uu shots in my life. Flu last 1997. I work hard to stay healthy and will

not comply. I quit wearing masks last summer. Turned ALL MSM off April 2020. Still off. Best damn thing I have ever done for

myself. No inoculation of fear which left me clear eyed to get the truth. I will never vote Democratic again. But GOP is equally

evil. Same Dance with the Devil but he has 2 faces snd they take turns leading. Stay strong snd keep giving us information and

hope.
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Lastly, a thank you for Doc & staff for pointing out the Predator$ lick spittle Legacy Media's assignment, arti]cially divide the

country, pushing a BS message of we're on the edge of Civil War. What could be more eye opening to the many types of Mass

Formation, why & how it works. Many day-to-day citizens who identify as GOP & are its base to elect GOP candidates, have

realized they give all & get little in return. As becoming thoroughly disgusted most likely got P.O.'d & voted for Trump as an Ef-U.

The GOP is in a bind because they can't get elected without them. Many on the Left have yet to learn this lesson, still seduced by

sweet whispers & promises with end results bene]tting the Predator$ no matter what arm of the political structure is used.

We can see how powerful the Mass Formation can be when before when Trump was still in ogce nearly all the Dem big wigs

were in opposition to the Jab/s. They are moving too fast, there are not enough studies, I won't take them. Biden, Pelosi, Cuomo

& many more. After the election cycle what was done? More of the same as the last regime. But what is amazing is the uip to

now Jab/s are it, they're the only way to go, fear, fear, fear, led so far down the path, not seeing through the fog. Predator$ need

conuict, separation, Divide & Conquer to Rule. Now with more complete information coming forth, it's getting harder for the

staunchest hold out to hang on to the lies, the ogcial misinformation.

It's all gone on too long, too much being exposed each day. The Predators fear we will stop identifying as one of their ogcial

obedient puppies, & become just plain citizens endorsing movement in real actual healthy directions. We will have no real health

until we learn to Build Back Better On Our Terms, Locally. There is the Predator$ Build Back Better & Green New Deal & then

there is ours. Thier's are raw deals & bene]t them. Our's is based on the needs of the Whole of Creation, Life, & all of Humanity.
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Junkgrl, MSM is Gates & Gates directives, great call. The current political system is a Siamese twin connected to the same brain

& they ]ght over who gets to feed off the Predator$ breast. Vote for the lesser of two evils and you still get evil. If the base of

the Left & the base of the Right broke off to form new parties the existing parties would most likely end the farce and merge.

De]nitely each would do their best to seduce the upstarts to come back into the fold. The drive to instigate Civil War, Unrest at

best shows they most likely are of the belief they are losing hold.
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@Gui It's still incredible (what is wrong with her btw?!) https://youtu.be/tj6EkqfCRbA
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hi Newlands - quote " THE PEOPLE WHO CAUSED THIS ARE IN CHARGE OF THE SOLUTION - >>>>> """" NO WAY !! <<<< """| from

your twitter link
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Thanks Just, relevant information on how the media is at the service of the globalist elites. Your expression is a song to

freedom and health. “Our's is based on the needs of the Whole of Creation, Life, & all of Humanity.” Indeed, Francis Collins has

plenty of skeletons in his closet that the mainstream media is ignoring in their quest to celebrate Collins' long tenure with the

agency. Collins declared that no person should serve in the position for a long time, and that it is time to bring a new scientist to

lead the NIH in the future". But the truth always ]nds the way of denunciation. How Fauco lied and committed treason by

sending US taxpayer dollars to Wuhan, China to conduct illegal gain-of-function research on bat coronaviruses.

The following six scandals fully incriminate Collins for committing crimes against humanity, but he is unlikely to hear about any

of them in the mainstream media: thenationalpulse.com/2021/10/05/6-scandals-the-media-wont-tell-you-abo..  But there is no

better defense than attack Dr. Francis Collins, who told the Washington Post last week that Americans who criticize his NIH

colleague, Dr. Anthony Fauci, should face federal prosecution. One of the newspaper's blogs quoted Collins as demanding that

anyone who spreads what he considers "misinformation" online be "brought to justice," and that should speci]cally include

anyone who criticizes Fauci for being as wrong as he often is. when it comes to the COVID-19 pandemic. archive.md/BCb1m
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During the Covid-19 scandal, Collins also fought hard to quell dissent. Indeed, when scientists met at the American Institute for

Economic Research to discuss the harms of Covid-19 lockdowns, Francis Collins labeled them all "fringe epidemiologists" and

dismissed any discussion of focused protection for the elderly. The three "fringe epidemiologists" disparaged by Collins are: Dr.

Martin Kulldorff, a professor of medicine at Harvard University, a biostatistician and epidemiologist with expertise in detecting

and tracking infectious disease outbreaks and evaluating vaccine safety. Dr. Sunetra Gupta, Professor at the University of

Oxford, an epidemiologist with a background in immunology, vaccine development, and mathematical modeling of infectious

diseases.

Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, Stanford University School of Medicine professor, physician, epidemiologist, health economist, and public

health policy expert who focuses on infectious diseases and vulnerable populations.

rairfoundation.com/leaked-fauci-nih-head-planned-devastating-takedown-..  Given these accumulation of interests of the

media, a hope opens in the future. there are some narrative pieces that have been falling apart about the need for vaccine

boosters.

EU Regulators, WHO Call for End to COVID Boosters, Citing Evidence Strategy Is Failing

www.theepochtimes.com/eeu-regulators-who-call-for-end-to-covid-booster..  (01/18/2022) Vaccines, in addition to causing

serious damage and deaths, make you more likely to contract COVID. UK government data shows that Covid-19 vaccines
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serious damage and deaths, make you more likely to contract COVID. UK government data shows that Covid-19 vaccines

DOUBLE your chances of getting Covid-19. dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/19/vaccines-double-chance-of-catching-covid/

 (01/19/2022)
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Social distancing doesn't work: MIT researchers say time spent indoors increases risk of Covid at 6 feet or 60 feet in new study

challenging social distancing policies www.cnbc.com/2021/04/23/mit-researchers-say-youre-no-safer-from-covid-..  study.html

And we could continue adding data, such as the attack on the protocols reported by Dr. Mercola who would denounce that the

management of this false pandemic has been a disaster that has caused a lot of suffering and deaths, economic crisis, hunger,

more inequalities, social consequences and economic digcult to overcome while continuing to serve the tyranny of the

globalist elites.
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bee70578, the Gates/Fauci Fiendish Circus brought to you by Gates' MSM, Maddow. www.youtube.com/watch  While JD has

been all in for Medicare for all, I am not. It will be interesting to see if as time goes on he also realizes we have very little

healthcare in our system. The current system whether Private Insurance or Public are massive ca$h Cow$ feeding ever

increasing dis-ease. If a proper health process, system is not put in place, all we get is more of what is wrong just funding

Predator$ misbehavior. Insurance is not health care, insurance private or public is just one way to fund whatever may be

passing as healthcare, real or not. Let's get Real. Healthcare, Society built & based on the needs of the Whole of Creation, Life, &

all of Humanity.
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Some oh, oh, a little de]ance & discontent coming from the Clinton Neo Lib mainstream Dems?

www.yahoo.com/entertainment/bill-maher-talks-view-cnn-044635882.html  What happens when citizens break free from the

take the Predator$ choices system and ]nd ways to work on the things we agree on, while still searching to ]nd solutions to

those things we don't? What a great quote; Johann Hari, author of Stolen Focus: Why You Can’t Pay Attention — And How To

Think Deeply Again, also decried silencing others. “We don’t need free speech when we’re right. We need it when we’re wrong.
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Good Morning Guillermou, Do you have any ideas on how one can detox from remdesivir? My coworker received it in the

hospital recently. She did not develop kidney failure but I am wondering if she may have an increased risk of kidney failure in the

future from having taken it. Thanks!
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Junkgrl:  c-span has all 3 hours at www.c-span.org/video
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I am just at a loss Gui. I love this country and the good people of our planet, and served 8 years in the Infantry because I wanted

to do my part to help protect our Constitution, Bill of Rights, and our way of life being able to live in a (supposed) free society. I

served my time and got out with the satisfaction of knowing that I served honorably and believe the oath I took and still believe

in the words "Duty, Honor, Country", and that oath will never wain. I believe our country was taken over by the evil satin

worshiping nwo tyrants in 1871 when the "Republic of the United States" was taken over by the satanists in changing our

country into a corporation thus allowing the worlds wealthiest tyrants to take control, and has lead up to what is happening to

the world today.

It was said yesterday that the world is being destroyed by under 50 tyrants! The time has come that humanity is going to have to

pull together and do what ever is necessary to stop the tyrants by what ever means is necessary no matter what it is! The only

cure for 1984 is going to be 1776, purge will have to follow in order to round up ALL of the satin worshiping tyrants and make

them go extinct once and for all. May God be with us all when SHTF.....It's coming.
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Good morning Lottavian. Yes, as you say, the biggest problem with remdesivir is kidney problems. One study showed that in a

clinical trial, kidney injury occurred in 22.8 percent of patients and was found to be the most frequent cause of treatment

discontinuation. The most reported effects of remdesivir in patients with COVID-19 include kidney injury, kidney failure, kidney

failure, and renal tubular necrosis. ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../cpt.2145  I understand that if her friend has had a kidney

function test and it was correct, she should not fear kidney failure. In the link the two tests that can be performed in many

laboratories.

www.kidney.org/atoz/content/know-your-kidney-numbers-two-simple-tests#.. . It is advisable to follow a time restriction and

eat all your meals within a period of six to eight hours. Avoid all vegetable oils, gluten and processed foods. Diluted vegetable

smoothies are a great detox aid, Dr, Mercola advises the sauna. The skin is the largest organ and one of the main organs of

elimination. Saunas, baths and steam rooms are great detox aids as they will help you sweat which will help uush out toxins.

Some herbs recommended by Dr. Mercola for detoxi]cation: The classic herbs that help maintain healthy liver and kidney

function are: dandelion, milk thistle, and some bitter herbs, such as gentian. For added support for the kidneys, you can use

cranberry and goldenrod. Burdock root can help cleanse the blood. Dandelion is a good all round option as it supports the blood,

liver and kidneys. Make sure to drink plenty of water to uush out toxins. Better hydrogenated. Moderate protein intake so as not

to overload the kidney. Not forgetting vitamin D, NAC, whey protein, lipoic, etc.
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A NRF2 DIET offers an opportunity to enhance the Nrf2 gene, which naturally aids in detoxi]cation. It is made up of various

forms of uavonoids, which can be obtained from common sources such as berries, green and white teas, chocolate, grapes,

apples, citrus , onions, broccoli, curcumin, turmeric and carotenoids such as zeaxanthin and lutein, dark green vegetables and

leaves (cabbage and broccoli, especially the seed extract) and spices such as saffron, turmeric or paprika) are a particularly rich

source of polyphenols. 1) uavonoid polyphenols such as epigallocatechin 3-gallate (EGCG) from green tea and quercetin from

apple; (2) non-uavonoid polyphenols such as tumor curcumin and resveratrol from grapes; (3) phenolic acids or phenolic

diterpenes such as rosmarinic acid or carnosic acid, respectively, both from rosemary; and (4) organosulfur compounds

including isothiocyanate, L-sulforaphane, broccoli and allicin, garlic thiosulfonate.

www.vital-reaction.com/blogs/news/nrf2-explained-in-human-terms  transcendingsquare.com/.../nrf2-promoting-foods
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Thank you BIG for your service to the country. Your attitude is worthy of admiration: "I served my time and got out with the

satisfaction of knowing that I served honorably and believe the oath I took and still believe in the words "Duty, Honor , Country",

and that oath will never wain." Yes, although I don't live in the US, I see that the government and institutions are prey to globalist

elites. The concentration camps may be an end of the US in the worst extreme of tyranny. The US CDC has introduced a "Green

Zone" plan that involves "protecting" certain people in "humane settings" to guard against infection by the Chinese virus.

However, reading between the lines reveals that there is absolutely nothing humanitarian about any of it. The CDC's "interim"

plan, as we reported, involves relocating and isolating people to supposedly "stop the spread" of the Fauci uu. This sounds eerily

similar to Nazi propaganda in the 1930s. The CDC's plan, he adds, "starts with home isolation, then quickly moves to the

neighborhood level, and then to the encampments." These Pictures Show America's Future If The Globalists Get Their Way: This

Is What Pure Bloods Can Expect At The 'COVID Camps' allnewspipeline.com/These_Pictures_Show_Americas_Future.php

 (01/13/2022)
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Greetings from Canada! Yes, action of one Canadian trucker is worth more, than action of thousands of politicians and medical

bureaucrats!
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The bitter irony for these useful idiots and some cronies, include mania-conditioned "Conservatives", like my mother, is that all

those who were naive enough to get the jabs will probably be dead in about 3 years or less, so effectively committed suicide. If

they can be blocked about 3 years, the problem may literally die, and the "elites" will discover that their hubris caused a far

worse challenge of a much higher percentage of the population wary and increasingly hostile to them, and that may well include

police and military personnel!
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So uplifting to see courageous doctors speaking out! My medical friends and family are too craven to engage about this at all. One of

my veterinary colleagues has preserved his critical thinking skills it seems. After initially telling me Phizer was absolutely ]ne and

having taken the jabs, he immediately went to work considering the evidence I put before him and came to the same conclusion as

most of us on this site. I think it takes particular courage to admit to oneself one may have been duped. To change opinions is not

easy. That is why I try to remain curious above all. If people won't stand up for their freedoms, then they can't complain when these

freedoms are lost.
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Likewise, my family has "divorced" me because I am unjabbed even though technically I can call out autoimmune disease as a

reason. They have nearly all had Covid post-vaccination(s), I am the only one with natural immunity. What an Alice in

Wonderland world! On another note, with regard to some other comments: Prepping: I have convinced my husband of the

necessity of looking into this and I have pages of notes/lists to boot. Mid-term elections might be a sparking point for the

digcult times. Let us continue to bear in mind the longer term prophecies of the indigenous races, the Mayans, the Indians, and

other societies who predicted the times ahead and the eventual triumph of good over evil. Namaste.
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Yes, a confrontation is being provoked between relatives, friends and the population in general. If COVID vaccines are "safe and

effective" as they claim, why do a large percentage of doctors, nurses, and other health care workers refuse to receive them?

Why does a large percentage of the public refuse to receive them? Why worry about the unvaccinated if you are vaccinated?

Could it be because many have already died and become permanently disabled? More VC Nurses Blow Whistle on

‘Overwhelming’ Numbers of Heart Attacks, Clotting, Strokes

rabbitguardian.org/2021/12/14/more-vc-nurses-blow-whistle-on-overwhelm..  If COVID-19 were a real pandemic and vaccines

really worked, governments and their corporate masters would not need to intimidate and coerce people into taking them

through mandates that would bar unvaccinated people from fully participating.

in society. In the words of Doctors for Covid Ethics: “Gene-based “vaccines” are killing people. Governments around the world

are lying to you, the people, to the populations they supposedly serve" Recall that the Doctors for Covid Ethics have already sent

an Urgent Open Letter from Doctors and Scientists to the European Medicines Agency regarding concerns about the safety of

the COVID-19 vaccine. doctors4covidethics.medium.com/urgent-open-letter-from-doctors-and-sci..
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Rosebud10000: yes, indeed. A thinking being should question, always!
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Seems to me that the Democratic party has become the new Nazi party, along with the rinos...
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To me the 1000 times greater risk of dying from Covid is you are over 70 does not mean so much since you are probably 1000 times

greater risk of dying from anything. I am over 70 and there is no way that I would take that jab. I am healthy now with a healthy

immune system and I will not take that jab.
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Same here.
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Here is the real threat: China. This is a very long expose of China's prior knowledge of covid, but worth reading. Headlines: Omicron

was the ]rst variant, starting in early 2018. China knew this and secretly battled the outbreak for 2 years before admitting there was a

'novel' virus in late 2019. theethicalskeptic.com/2021/11/15/chinas-ccp-concealed-sars-cov-2-prese..  Here is the summary at the

end: "If China’s CCP is willing to conduct this level of surreptitious harm to the rest of the world over a matter of a virus escape, then

what will The Party be willing to do to the rest of the world when they are really upset?"
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jpw, if china is the real threat, then we will ]nd out soon enough... when the athletes come home... if they bring some new killer

virus with them. Three of them live in my town of 7,000 people in Colorado... Maybe this is why no spectators are allowed, they

don't want to infect their people. How could the Chinese not infect them? What an opportunity - people from everywhere!
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The next question should be: what will the American athletes bring back to the US following the Winter Olympics in China. Will

they be Havana Syndromed? The American public should be on the alert to some new virus/pathogen spreading after their

return to the US.
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The way the Truckers have been vili]ed in the MSM and by government(s) should have have ]nally shown the World how disgustingly

dirty this is. They should hang their heads in shame, they've even managed to block them from the donations on GoFundMe, Here's a

reality check for what and who is protesting. The other thing I certainly didn't know was that these owner-operators live in those trucks

with their families, the truck is now all some of them have left, having been deprived of work for not being jabbed. Go Canada!

odysee.com/.../Trucker-Breaks-Down:6  and www.youtube.com/watch  and

odysee.com/@LauraLynnTT:9/Ottawa_Press_Conference_MSM_IndependentMedia..  

Please listen to the whole of this but if you can't then at least the words of the ex RCMP police man 'Trudeau's ex sniper' who resigned

over the mandates and joined the convoy to co-ordinate security ( Time stamp 8.16) And then compare that with this -

medium.com/gofundme-stories/update-gofundme-statement-on-the-freedom-c..  This makes me sick. How can so much corruption

continue to inuuence decisions - there is seemingly no honor left.
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continue to inuuence decisions - there is seemingly no honor left.
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I wait eagerly the day COVID is another uu and all that corrupted and fake hate is punished
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Yes, Sue, the prime minister instead of being ashamed of his position, at a press conference. he only tells lies “We will not give

in to those who engage in vandalism. There is no place in our country for threats, violence or hate." however Police said most of

the protesters have been peaceful, www.reuters.com/world/americas/police-say-ottawa-truck-protest-dwindle..  There is no

truce, truck drivers are having an exemplary behavior that extends throughout the world. The great battle of truckers against the

"vaccine" mandate is widening. Truckers in Australia have followed the example of Canada's Freedom Convoy participants and

driven to the country's capital in Canberra to protest long-standing and futile Wuhan coronavirus mandates, including one for

vaccines, though stubborn Australian leaders he still promised that booster shots will be mandatory very soon.

The Daily Mail reported that protesters from across the country descended on the capital on Monday 31 January as part of a

demonstration dubbed the "Convoy to Canberra", involving enough cars and trucks to stretch for several miles. “Many drivers

left their homes in New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria and Western Australia on Saturdays to travel thousands of

kilometers in their trucks, vans and SUVs.” www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10458149/Covid-19-Australia-Convoy-Ca..
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‘Freedom Convoy’ Vows to Stay in Ottawa Until COVID Vaccine Mandates Lifted. Trucker Gord Magill, who joined the protests,

denounced the mainstream media (MSM) coverage of the protest. He claimed MSM reports zeroed in on a couple of protesters

who do not represent what the convoy stands for. “The [MSM] is clutching at straws to smear us – which are in short supply,”

Magill wrote in an op-ed. Travis Smith, an associate professor of political science at Concordia University in Montreal attended

the protest and later wrote: “Despite temperatures around -20C, I saw and met many women and men, from across the political

spectrum, from disparate socioeconomic backgrounds, French- and English-speaking alike, young and old, vaccinated and

unvaccinated, gathered to donate their time and the fruits of their culinary talents, such as hot bowls of chili and fresh baked

goods, plus sandwiches, snacks, and beverages for the road.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/freedom-convoy-ottawa-until-covid-..  (02/01/22) In this ]ght we now have the brave

truckers who tell the truth about the “vaccines” against the deceptions and tyranny of Biden and Fauci. Canadian truckers are on

the march and their counterparts in the US, Europe, South Africa and Australia are preparing for similar lengthy protest

campaigns against Wuhan's coronavirus vaccine mandates. www.brighteon.com/334433bc-7586-4e19-b11f-e068d108edf9

 (01/02/2022)
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@innovativest I await eagerly for the day we have a frank and honest discussion about the roots of 'Modern medicine' and the

philosophy of vaccination, surgery and drugs upon which it was built and why and by whom. As long as we have this

stranglehold on medicine in the 'rich' countries, wherein we are actually incredibly poor in the ability to choose, with everything

other than allopathy demonised, then we will keep getting these frauds for ever. Including and as you write; the corruption and

fake hate that is endemic throughout medicine, education, ]nance, law, journalism and above all party politics. Sadly if we don't

stop this now, then we leave the next generation to repeat all this or worse.

If you want a good read and for free try this: archive.org/details/virus-mania-how-the-medical-industry-continually-i..  We the

99% might as well still be building the pyramids for the progress we have made in understanding what freedom is - too many of

us are still on the same low grade detrimental wheat-based diet as those fellow slaves too. Over the past two years I hope ever

more people have been getting out of the system, growing food, raising food, making their own energy and not 'feeding the

beast' and above all using that lockdown/lockup curfew time to really use the internet to seek the truth of the present human

condition and how we all got in this terrible mess.
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Hi Gui, thanks for the links as usual! Did you hear Corporal Daniel Bulford's, ex of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, statement

in the video link I posted above, he clearly describes that the violence was not only nothing to do with the convoy but it was they

who reported it to the police. Furthermore, the two uags they are supposed to be on about - one was held by someone on the

balcony of a $400 a night hotel (not exactly within the Freedom Convoy budget) and the other was by the only guy in the crowd

with a complete face mask showing only his mouth and eyes. You probably saw the recent anti-greenpass/ pass sanitaire

protest in Bruxelles - it was a family outing with babies, children and old people mingling in colourful clothing and carrying

hand-made signs. Here is how it was, here is what the MSM reported and here is a breakdown of that reporting:

odysee.com/.../WHAT-REALLY-HAPPENED-IN-BRUSSELS:7  Shame on them!
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This is what I like quick moves and ready solutions: In this video, criminal defense lawyer Robert Gouveia explains how to ]le a

complaint with the Attorney General’s Ogce in the state of California against GoFundMe. www.youtube.com/watch
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Gofundme is stealing the 10m contributed to the Truckers and will give it to 'charities that meet gofundme guidelines '. It will

refund Trucker contributions on request until 2/19. Check the Epoch Times article for the replacement crowdfunding platform.

 Personally, I'll never use gofundme.
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car86887 That is why I also published the link above your comment - criminal defense lawyer Robert Gouveia explains how to

]le a complaint with the Attorney General’s Ogce in the state of California against www.youtube.com/watch  He shows how not

only you can ]le this complaint and how to ]ll in the form but also there are suggestions in the comments on his video as to

how you can get your money back in such away as to force GoFundMe to pay $35 out of their own pockets at the same time.

Unfortunately this is the only thing these entities understand - i.e. when it touches their own money.

They take 2.9% of the donations so let thank sink in on $10 million and that is immediate. Where else can you get that sort of

investment return nowadays? They also take 30 cents per donation - so on grassroots campaigns like this, where people maybe

giving the little they can - that will mean a hefty chunk of the donation. I also would like to know where that money is held - is it

invested before it goes out? Hopefully people will begin to look into these operations and I suggest if they haven't already, look

at the so-called philanthropists billionaires and how much money they can get in returns. IN May 2020 the WHO had an

international covid initiative.

The press made a big noise because BG (who controls the WHO) gives $100,000 but at the same time ignore that the EU

taxpayer gives 20 billion, so that and the rest collected gets channeled through GAVI and CEPI... here is the paper trail:

www.bitchute.com/.../As6f8qC19n8u  (Time stamp: starts at 23.31) This is Thomas Röper giving evidence to the Corona

Committee. It's worth watching the whole video as I am sure you may not know all the names nor all the huge pro]ts these

individuals have made from covid & jabs. He's spent years researching them.
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The Truckers are an interesting group.  They wouldn't be protesting if they weren't mandated to get the experimental injections

as requirement to cross the border. Are the illegals crossing the southern US boarder required to show their "vaccine" cards?
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If you want to know who the "agitators" are - just ask George Soros!
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Hi Sue and everyone, spent time this morning reading the latest on Epoch times, posting several interesting articles countering

the mainstream deceptions and slamming of Freedom Convoy truckers. This is what I found: 1. - - - - - - -

www.theepochtimes.com/just-spin-trucker-convoy-legal-team-says-gofundm..  - sorry, this is premium content and you may

need to enter your email address to gain access to entire article. 2. - - - - - - -not premium content, from Feb 2nd:

www.theepochtimes.com/gofundme-con]rms-freedom-convoy-fundraiser-the-..  3.

- - - - - And from February 3rd: www.theepochtimes.com/fundraising-campaign-for-truckers-halted-after-r..  And slightly off

topic? 4.- - - - - - www.theepochtimes.com/facebook-loses-nearly-200-billion-]rst-drop-in-..  - You'll want to glance some

comments in the sidebar, especially on this one. - - - - 5.

www.theepochtimes.com/]red-pharmaceutical-workers-explain-why-they-di..
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And found this comment stuck in a sidebar for an article about why Pharma workers refused the jab, here'ready for this? - - - - - -

- - - - 20 year history? 30 year history? - - CAN YOU HANDLE THE TRUTH? Read These 3 short Paragraphs Slowly OUTLOUD and

let the TRUTH SINK IN…. In 2005, the DARPA and MITRE hosted a conference in which the intentions of the U.S. Department of

Defense was explicit. In a presentation focused on “Synthetic Coronaviruses Biohacking: Biological Warfare Enabling

Technologies”, Dr. Baric presented the malleability of CoV as a biological warfare agent. Violating 18 USC § 175 and inducing

the non-competitive market allocation (violating 15 USC § 8) for years to follow, Dr. Baric and the U.S.

Department of Defense spent over $45 million TAXPAYERS DOLLARS in amplifying the toxicity of CoV and its chimeric

derivatives. From 2011 until the alleged COVID-19 pandemic, Dr. Fauci has routinely lamented about the inadequacy of public

funding for his vaccine programs and the public’s general unwillingness to succumb to his insistence that everyone MUST be

vaccinated against inuuenza. Despite repeated appropriations to advance vaccine dependency, his efforts have been largely

unsuccessful. NIAID – under Dr. Fauci’s direct authorization – encouraged UNC Chapel Hill and Dr. Baric’s lab to ignore the GoF

moratorium in a letter dated October 21, 2014.

At that time, Drs. Fauci, Baric and EcoHealthAlliance’s Peter Daszak were in possession of an extremely dangerous Chinese

pathogen identi]ed a year earlier in Wuhan. While many illegal acts were committed by the conspirators leading up to 2015, the

domestic terrorism program (in violation of 18 USC § 2339) was announced by NIAID-funded Daszak at the National Academy

of Sciences. Here, he announced what was to become the domestic and global terrorism event branded COVID-19.

static1.squarespace.com/static/61e10985eb59005edbd1b451/t/61eba953efa4..
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I received email this morning: "GoFundMe to refund all Freedom Convoy 2022 donations. We are automatically refunding your

Freedom Convoy 2022 donation."  What if that money was already spent? Agreed, what is going on is loss of honor, and loss of

integrity; apparently a new state of humanity being normalized and systematized thanks to hypnotism by the media, as has

been called out by Dr M and the other leaders since the beginning. We must call them out at every opportunity, they can not and

will not continue to create our realities. Continued strength to all!
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Doing a quick search found this for a possible alternative: truckers.clouthub.com/donate
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And found this comment on twitter, somewhere below what Newlands Wanderer found above - hope this embedded msg works:

Tow companies in Canada are refusing to work with the government and remove the trucks.Freedom is a beautiful thing.

PeterSweden (@PeterSweden7)
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About the GoFundMe for Canadian Freedom Truckers (what really happened): www.bitchute.com/.../a-EwHzfBBLs  and this

information from Tamara Lich on where to donate to their cause:

rumble.com/vu2xcl-freedom-convoy-2022-tamara-lich-givesendgo.html
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@MaxDuncan — Very good work! They are now going with GiveSendGo — good to know what’s ogcial now. You can donate right

at the 2nd link MaxDuncan listed. Since I mentioned Clouthub, I want to update that I’m going to drop my looking over of

Clouthub for now. Clouthub has a good mission description on the bottom of aforementioned page for Freedom Convoy, though

the home page didn’t have an About Us link. Clouthub does have the appearance of genuineness; although new, doesn’t come

across as something created just for the truckers movement — something to be on guard against bc there will no doubt be

scams set up to take advantage of this. Just sayin’. I checked the terms of service, etc. It looks like it is intending to be a non

censoring social media platform and overall looks like it could be worthwhile going forward…
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@JartistJill I think GiveSendGo crashed under the weight of all the donations coming in but hopefully they will get that sorted.

GoFundMe can now mourn the loss of all the easy income they have forfeited - it was a Ratner moment for them (a huge UK

jewellerey chains whose owner and chairman Mr Ratner in 1992 publicly described one of his products as 'total crap' and

virtually bankrupted the company almost overnight).  Randyfast in the link I posted above entitled WHAT HAPPENED IN

BRUSSELS there is actually a piece of footage showing the 'agitators' chanting 'George Soros where's my money" and one of

them who is being pepper sprayed by the police saying in French 'Hey it's me!' and the police immediately stop.

The real joke is that both the MSM and the Police have had their pension funds riued by the 'elite' but they are still 'obeying

orders'. As one of the Truckers said to the Police who were threatening him - 'It's your children I'm ]ghting for not just ours.'

 rrealrose Thanks for all the links! Yes, it was the tow companies called out on the border against the Alberta convoys - The tow

companies said they couldn't help because 'All their staff had covid'. This is certainly a great time for people to be creative,

particularly with words that were previous used against them, I found these two particularly poignant images, given the lies in

the MSM: twitter.com/.../1487518790837542917
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Dr Mercola, I agree with your premise...'Do Not Comply'.....This has been a 'bad' psy-ops against all the the peoples of the world, I am

old, I have been an activist since my early twenties...they have threatened me, defunded me, etc....I went to ground 8 years ago, when

the threats became serious. However, it is up to us, the morally good people, to stand up, we can push the 'Destroyers to' be defeated.

STAND YOUR GROUND, and don't comply!! Aussie's being thoughtful ... ww.bitchute.com/.../z0I1vpAcM3gq
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Your point "Stand your ground" is so important, because any violent action on our part could and would be counterproductive.

The greatest revolutions in history have been based on non-compliance, at least until those very same movements are hijacked

by violence. It is crucial for our sanity and moral high ground that whilst we are non-compliant, we remain non-violent. I wish I

could go to ground more than I have already; more digcult in the UK! But I have had no vaccinations since I was 13 years old (I

am 57) and I live in the country and eat a plant based diet with a little game or ]sh. I have had Covid twice: ]rst time November

2019 when I did not know what was wrong. It induced Long Covid, second: Omicron late last year. I genuinely believe that

morality is key to winning in the long run, even if it means short term sacri]ce.
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We defend the truth. The ]ght against disinformation continues in many countries. People are seeing the reality of the harm

from "vaccines." Spring reuects hope with natural immunity. It is foreseeable that the passports will be withdrawn, it is already

happening in some countries, Probably only those who are vaccinated against the uu will continue with the combined mRNA

"vaccines". All Western media is a lying machine that covers up for the small global elite and promotes their interests. We

cannot trust any government, any public health authority or the media. Independent scientists and journalists who tell the truth

are slandered, demonized, accused of disinformation, censored, ]red and called domestic terrorists.

We cannot be enslaved by misinformation, turned into transhumans by genetic weapons falsely called vaccines. We cannot wait

until humanity is enslaved, and it will be, if we do not react NOW to this madness, to this crime of biblical proportions, a crime of

dimensions humanity has never experienced before in known history. These media outlets and the vaccine industry love to

accuse all natural health advocates of spreading "misinformation" about vaccines, which they say has created all this "vaccine

hesitancy" that has large part of the United States population saying no to the blows of Covid.
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@ Guillermou, it is not that we defend the truth, which DOESN'T need defending , however LIES always need defending. The

truth stands ]rm, it is the TRUTH. What is it about the truth, that don't you understand about the truth!! Take care Guill, you are

needed.
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“Rise like Lions after slumber - In unvanquishable number- Shake your chains to earth like dew - Which in sleep had fallen on

you - Ye are many - they are few.” ― Percy Bysshe Shelley, The Masque of Anarchy: Written on Occasion of the Massacre at

Manchester
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liked the Shelley quote bfr
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Great stuff. I am going to watch every video mentioned today even if I have to sit at the 'puter 24/7. Also loved the Percy Bysshe

Shelley quote. I never used to like poetry but grew to really appreciate and love it during my homeschooling years. A part of the

curriculum in spelling was memorizing poetry.
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The point from this article that shouts the loudest to me is that the media and powers-that-be are predicting and fomenting civil war.

Should civil war break out, who thinks at this point the democrat party won’t utilize our own military against the citizenry (numerous

government agencies are already weaponized against us). Then again, our own military is being decimated by this experimental

medical gene-altering procedure and infected with “woke” ideology.  One step further: if our military can’t quell a civil war (and I

believe they can’t or won’t be able or allowed to) who thinks the Democrat party and their republican helpers won’t call in

reinforcements in the form of the Chinese military, directly or in the form of blue-helmeted U.N “Peacekeepers?” So many of our

politicians—-democrat and republican—-are sociopaths in the pocket of the CCP that they would, without hesitation, exercise this

option.

This scenario would give the globalists the plausible deniability they need for the history books. It seems to me we are in the the

middle of the biggest false-uag operation in the history of the world. We are being divided and we will be conquered if our apathy

continues. When the world’s militaries are unleashed against us—-domestic or foreign—-it will be game-over and the globalist “Great

Reset” can move forward.
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And then the jab takers, mask lovers, will be sooo happy! Until the next “new normal” comes down on them like a tidal wave. The

heavy hand will scoop them up and enslave them.  They will be regretful and repenting, but by then it will be too late. For

themselves and the generations they left behind.
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jeffdanger
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:02:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If your risk of death is 1000% higher when you are over 70 doesn't it then make sense to get jabbed?
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A good friend related to me that and older couple he knows got the "booster." The women, age 70, a week later was back in the

hospital. It appeared she had lost 70% of her heart.
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM
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I'm 68 - close enough to 70, and I'm betting on my own immunity resulting from a healthy lifestyle and vitamin supplements. I

have nebulized hydrogen peroxide and ivermectin in my emergency medical kit to use if needed. No way will I willingly step into

the mainstream medical industry!
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM
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No, because because the warp speed gene modi]cation injection could kill you.  I think the 1000% refers to dying from the virus,

but the injections are documented to be more ineffective than effective.  You have to catch the virus ]rst to die from it.  There

appear to be ways to reduce catching it, such as vD, zinc, Quercetin, vC etc.  In fact, the CEO of P]zer said, "The "vaccines"

provide little protection, if any at all." All cause mortality was higher in the injected groups, and there has been a signi]cant rise

in all cause mortality since the injections were introduced. When is the last time you heard the Pretendent urge people to have

their vD levels checked? Maybe the illegitimate demented racist creep should have sent everyone a bottle of vD rather than 4

COVID test kits.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you want to be "twice as safe"; you can have my jab. I won't be needing it!
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I'll be 85 in a week, and I say "move over Randy." He can have my shot. I have no fear of any virus, and there is absolutely

no way that I am fool enough to put that deadly bio-weapon in my body. Like you, cat86887, I live a healthy lifestyle, thanks in

large part to Dr. Mercola, and I rely of God and a strong immune system, not Fauci and the other killers of babies out there, all of

whom belong in prison.
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seedsaver37
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Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr, what does ''she had lost 70% of her heart.'' mean? That makes no sense.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Guillermou, we know about mass hypnosis, TV brainwashing, propaganda, educational programming, they have been dumbing us

down for years, but not many see it.  Those of us who are AWAKE need to help those who are partially asleep.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A heart-warming report right from the freedom-loving Canadian Trucker's front-line.

 maybury.ca/the-reformed-physicist/2022/02/03/a-night-with-the-untoucha..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Newlands, This is the same guy (former physicist, now data researcher) in your twitter link above, yes?
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Hi rrealrose - No - this is a resident who goes out and chats to the truckers and discovers what great people they are. It's a

heart-warming story running very much counter to the compromised MSM narrative.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Relative Risk and Absolute Risk are digcult concepts to understand. In a sense you are lying with statistics yourself because in my

opinion the study was too short lived to determine much of anything.  What is more concerning to me is that people who have taken

the injection de]nitely are coming down with the illness from which it is said to protect.  Also you have documented that people are

coming down with severe illnesses not related to COVID as a result of this highly experimental warp speed gene therapy. Many are

reported to have died after being injected.  Early treatment with alternative drugs is denied.  Questionably elected senile individuals

who are clearly incoherent are dictating that everyone be injected.  Hospitals are incentivized to terminate the lives of COVID patients

by denying "right to try" alternatives.

 Fauci has been shown to be a very dishonest and highly corrupt individual.  At the root of all this widespread evil is the censorship of

free speech which you say you, yourself, are a victim.  I don't believe there is anyway Joe Biden received 81,000,000 legitimate legal

votes.  The few rallies he held were poorly attended, and he's much despised now.  The Medical Industrial Establishment has never

been particularly trustworthy or responsible.  It's a high pro]ts business, where "show me your money" is the ]rst and most important

question they ask.  The phony "vaccine" is not a blessing, but a curse.  We were far better off without it.
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lrg2000
Joined On 4/8/2012 8:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time will ]x this problem.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doing nothing and just waiting never solved any problem.
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Ringer2
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"Never put off to tomorrow what you can do today."
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Media are owned and controlled by the very Robber Barons who are pro]ting from all of the misery and mayhem caused in the

name of Covid.  The very same Banksters own the criminal Pharma companies producing the poison jabs. An endless evil

merry-go-round of greed and corruption. We are all slaves to these bastards and must all break free in our own way or die trying.
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dungeonrat10
Joined On 11/6/2018 2:26:19 AM
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Is the Covid jab in the arm. now to be considered the mark of the Beast?
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innovativest
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's assume their "ogcial" thesis: vaccination prevents dying of COVID, unvaccinated surely die. The delta and Omicron infect people

independently you are vaccinated ot not. Then it is the same as tobacco if you smoke or you don't. Why this hate from politicians?

Moreover, the thesis is false, then such hate is even criminal
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Add as Friend  Send Message

criminal, for a mild cold. The shots tag humans, Gates already has many satellites orbiting above the earth, its all about control

and Medical tyranny, as no one under 60 needs much of anything! Not ever the kids. Who is paying for all these free, farcical

shots? follow the money.
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let me say I don't think they tag us, but surely they harm us with such an army of RNAs and spikes circulating our bodies and

organs, for the sake of making big money for the big pharma and, unprecedented power for the governments of many countries.

We are closely resembling China

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/5/2022 10:40:56 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't know what country you are in; however, this interview was posted last week that makes the point of the graphene oxide

and radiative particles in these injections: Dr. Gabriel Cousens - The Highly Probable "Radio Contamination" in Bioweapon

Injection - www.bitchute.com/.../vlmZRfRogQhH  - watch, listen, then decide what you want to think or not. I have been

watching La Quinta Columna in Spain go on and on for months now about other ingredients in shots that make humans

magnetic and destroy their immune systems.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be honest. Have these jabs saved a single life?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's a very interesting question. I don't believe there is actually any proof the warp speed developed injections work from the

outset as only healthy people are injected. I've gone two years uninjected and have not been sick. According to Pretendent

Brandon, I should have been clogging up the morgue by now. A neighbor on my right and a neighbor on my right have died.  One

was 10 years younger than me, and the other two years older.  I don't know their injection status, but I have to wonder.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would getting run over by a truck, save your life?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/5/2022 7:58:46 AM
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sunOowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

N-O!  Except the Sheep who took them who got the non-toxic batch believe that they have.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/5/2022 10:42:42 AM
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been infected three times, to of them showing positive. Only mild symptoms at the ]rst time and none at all in the second

and third. My wife is a nurse and she is dealing with covid patients almost 24/7 so at home covid coronaviruses have an airport

across the whole house. Only my wife in February 2020 and my daughter a month ago had strong uu-like symptoms. The rest of

us none.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ pipblanc, thank you for your thoughts, we need to stand our ground. These creeps will not back down easily, and we need each other

(where ever we are), organise Locally. Lets make our OWN local groups. They rely on us contracting through their corporations...Lets

make our own!! Barter.. whatever!!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some of you are poorly prepped. That is no excuse for giving up now and not doing what you can to plan for the future. You can

start out behind, but that does not mean you have to stay there. Every step you take in the right direction brings you closer to

your goals. You fall further behind if you do nothing. I was just explaining to a friend how much of a difference it would make if

she had a small balcony garden and grew enough to supplement their meals with only one salad a day from spring thru late fall.

Then, maybe growing some sprouts, microgreens and preserving sauerkraut for over the winter.

It would be a healthy start... even doing just this one thing at a time. Things to put on your calendars. Dormant spray on fruit

trees. Pruning fruit trees, grapes blueberries. Shop projects like building raised beds. Planning your garden, buying seed and

attending seed swaps. (Remember to save heirloom seed and share.) Think about seeding starter plants. Watch for smelt runs.

A bit later, spring mushrooms, esp. morels.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, a lot of people are POORLY prepped, because they dont know what is coming.... and that is sad....things like

superannuation, market crash, the private corporation call the FED RES... lets help othwrs..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond; I'll be sure to tell all the people who are living on the street, to follow your plan.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Everyone Must Stand Up! Do Not Comply! Listen to this from 3 Feb at Coutts Alberta: www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Max - Nice speech, thanks!
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sunOowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Make Americans Free Again; Pam Popper's organization that she started to ]ght this Covid PLANdemic.
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kopern79
Joined On 8/30/2019 4:28:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the far left is where the real pandemic lies.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the jab and then electrocute yourself to try and counter the effects??? How about "Do not comply"? The only way to end tyranny is

to not participate. Besides, getting the jab results in your losing your God given DNA and have it replaced with arti]cial DNA. You then

become inhuman and lose your God given rights trading them for govt granted "privileges". Per the Supreme Court ruling, you are now

the property of the patent holder of the poison in the jab!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the main problem that most people don't seem to understand; or, they simply don't believe in our creator!
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BiomedMom1
Joined On 8/30/2012 7:19:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's the 3+ hour video of the event ... phenomenal!  live.childrenshealthdefense.org/dc-defeat-the-mandates-livestream?utm_..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the opening gambit - a bona ]de protest in DC - various stakeholders in the medical ]eld TESTIFY that the oligarchs are a bunch of

LYING CROOKS - here we have a Mass Public display of RESISTANCE after two years of physical and mental TORTURE - the tolerance

factor is ]nally wearing thin - enough is enough !! - the arguments against the tyranny are overwhelmingly one sidedly all about the

criminality of the conspirators - yesterday's "politically correct" has become today's "pollitically incorrect" - some speculate that chaos

is what these oligarchs want - but perhaps they have exceeded their reach and miscalculated how much punishment the proto slaves

can bear - the "good cop" / "bad cop" scenario has become muddled as confusion blows like a wind throughout the planet - revenge

often overtakes the ongoing narrative and transforms it into a cathartic rage - will the Zombie Culture just feign amnesia and draw a

veil on this CONFUSDED reality while snggling comatose in front of the propaganda medium TV screen ?? - will society change ?? - will

the depressed and humiliated and injected pursue these monsters or merely accept whatever excrement the oligarchs vomit out at

them ?? - time will tell - we shall see - meanwhile a beginning has been declared and the end of this particular conspiracy rolls on -

these slimy greedheads will continue their "war" against humanity - because this is their mission - cracked egos want to destroy the

pleasure of the other in life and livelihood - the SNAKE SYNDROME
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Stan, zombie culture has fallen into the hands of tyrants, in a fake pandemic planned by globalists, including Bill Gates,

George Soros, Jeff Bezos, Jack Dorsey, Mark Zuckerberg, etc. It is a continuation of what was heard by Bill Gates about the use

of new vaccines, health care and reproductive services to reduce the world population by billions of people, with preference for

the weak, and the elderly. Eliminate all rights of American citizens that are granted in the Constitution through fear-based

propaganda. Turn people into zombies to convince them that they need a new schedule of "vaccines", programmed as terrorist

weapons that end up including total control, including microchips for monitoring, medication and mind control.

Big Food and Big Pharma's most deceptive marketing gimmicks serve this lie. Transgenic vaccines, to advance transhumanism.

After all, repeat a lie enough times, no matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses begin to believe it. “Safe and effective”: the

ogcial stamp of approval of the CDC for each “vaccine” against the uu that is being tested in humanity and whose side effects

and deaths are more and more extensive that they do not dare to shed light on the documents of his essays.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Gui education as it now exists reinforces GULLIBILITY and OBEDIENCE - thus the conformists delegate their potential for

thoughtv to Bi g Brother - they have been conditioned reuexibly to LOVE Bg Brther - the Brother that has paternal qualities and

indicates the path in the Darkness that constitutes Zomkbe Brain Dead synapses - the Zombie cult never develops maturation -

but clings to the guardianship of Big Brother - the Snake considers his patrician roots as validation from God - why else would

he have been rewarded so magni]cetly ?? - here you have the root of his psychosis - a belief system that only madmen could

subscribe to - "follow your leader" - even if you are being led into catastrophe - the comatose are being programmed

subliminally as they snore in front of vthe propaganda screen {aka T V}
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please if you are willing don't give up animal protein in your diets and at least 50% of your weekly diet if possible. We have to protest

strongly and it's a huge part of freedom to choose what we are able to eat. The technocrats want the world to become vegan. This

won't be healthy. In fact one of the ]rst things we learned in nutrition school is if we see a client who has health issues who is vegan

get them to add some animal protein into their diet for a while and see if that helps. A great book to read is called The Vegetarian Food

Myth by Lierre Keith. She went from being vegan to a WestonAPrice.org type diet and ]xed a lot of her health issues.
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junkgrl
Joined On 12/9/2021 7:26:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@skup. I eat mostly all animal protein and at 73 I’m healthiest I have ever been. Yes. Veggies also. Animal protein is packed with

whole nutrition. I try to get local eggs etc. Beef and pork is available. Doing a big garden this year.  I walked 5 miles on snow

yesterday. Gates owns more farmland in USA now and can easily control water rights in time. Indians are up in arms. He will be

stealing water from them. No surprise. He is the devil incarnate. More crappy mono crops that harm people in the big food

system is the goal which deplete water along with the pesticide. Another depopulation plan. If shots don’t kill you Big Food

certainly will. I don’t touch bread or grains. Those lands out west were given to us by God for pasture and animal grazing.

Grazing regenerates the earth.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so glad that I am old. A much greater evil than covid is on the way.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

skupe: ''The technocrats want the world to become vegan''.  I get the impression veganism is a movement from the ground up,

no technocrats involved.
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no technocrats involved.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do the "huddled masses" want liberty and freedom (with the responsibilities and accountabilities that entails), or a comfortable prison

(with a TV and an assortment of tasty snacks)?
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can they think fast food junk is tasty is another thing? Most TV is just drek.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1. The shots are killing ∞ more than they save because for so many reasons, it can't be scienti]cally shown to save any. Ya' can't divide

by zero.    2. The media is just doing what they do -- make money and lie, bend, twist, and omit. Yes, they're violating laws and general

decency, but it's up to the individual to disregard the baloney. Vote with your attention, your money, and your clicks, and please vote

wisely.  3. As for the Democrats calling for our re-education and worse, their comeuppance is nigh if not here already thanks to sites

like this and people like you. ~Thanks!~
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here you go, Manatee - "ISRAEL THE VACCINATED ARE DYING" - www.bitchute.com/.../Sh3WHE4fGys8  - this is making me feel

a bit Ill or sick, as in history is repeating itself...sold out by their former leader to Big Pharma.
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resurgum
Joined On 8/9/2020 10:10:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no doubt that Sergei Nilus was wrong, in 1905 he published, "It is Near At The Door", it has been simmering away for that

hundred years but it has come to boilng point, we are at endgame, this IS World War Three.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

microclots are causing the deaths. You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and

share it to everyone. Underground Students at Stanford University devised 3 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations. 1)

D.I.Y Low voltage method. Use 2 wet sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet

sponges. Do it immediately after injection as soon as possible. See how to make this in 5 minutes at:- https://groups.io/g/germkiller

 2) Use medium volt method by using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60

minutes.

See video.  www.youtube.com/watch  3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite zapper at injection site immediately for at

least 3 minutes Apply immediately to injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks. See video:-  www.youtube.com/watch  It is

theorized that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body uuids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and

reduce it's potential to cause harm. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in the vaccine. You can buy the

butteruy tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon/ebay for around $5.

Use out of sight of the MEDICAL MAFIA so you can get your vaccine passport. USE ANY OR ALL AT YOUR OWN RISK. DO YOU

UNDERSTAND? NO MEDICAL ADVICE OFFERED. Also high dose vitamin D in the range of 50000 i.u. daily plus co-factors starting from

3 weeks before the jab and continuing for at least 3 weeks after will nullify the harmful side effects of the forced vaccines. You may

study below to minimize harm from vaccines. vitamindwiki.com/COVID-19+treated+by+Vitamin+D ... Are you aware of this little

graph?  www.youtube.com/watch
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for them if it works. A better solution is to 'cancel' violators of the Nuremberg Code, U.S. Human Subjects in Medical

Experimentation Act (Sections 24170–24179.5), and deniers of religious exemptions and good ol' fashioned informed consent.
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scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well done to all who attended and participated in this, I wish I could have been there! Never give up, never stop! Ever!
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

well here's a solution. Let's (the vaccine clean ones) get into physical ]ghts with vaccinated zealots. No punching, a wrestling match.

They'll have a heart attack and die, there'll be one less of them. We'll be providing them a service, getting them out of a life where

they're completely stupid and brainwashed with no hope of ever having their brain be useful and they also seem to have no love in their

hearts, so they're clearly suffering and this would be a compassionate response on our parts.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Le_berger_des_photons - Nice try! however, Apparently, you do not need to even ]ght, as predicted by Dr Bhakdi for the past

year - the vaxxed in Israel are already lining up sick from a ruined immune system. Each shot or booster does a hefty

percentage more immune system damage. Go ]nd the link I posted somewhere under Manatee. - - - - - - - - And here's a graphic

description of "the shots are going negative" using UK NHS data: DATA REVEALS HIGHER COVID RATE IN THE VACCINATED -

www.bitchute.com/.../zblDHqnxB7oW  - in this brief segment, you see the comparison of those with only 1 shot, 2 shots, and

those who took the booster.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This has been beyond outrageous. The only large mainstream media that I've seen that is standing up for truth is The Epoch Times.

I've repeated Dr Mercolas' words and associates with absolutely amazing responses - ranging from enthusiastic agreement to

staunch, even vile extreme pro-vax delusion
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm subscribed to The Epoch Times. Unfortunately, their position on the WTC 911 building controlled demolitions is to accept

the ogcial USA report. I've complained to The Epoch Times many times, but they never reply to me, a paid subscriber. I donate

often to architects and engineers 911 truth.     https://www.ae911truth.org
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've spent hours looking for the best place to view the Canadian trucker protest... and this is it!

rumble.com/vu4qc4-live-from-ottawa.html  This situation is so frightening.... a lawyer said this is legal, it's a kin to how many people

can be in a restaurant.
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Tomsprincess
Joined On 10/20/2021 4:10:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What’s disturbing about George Takei - he was actually put in an internment camp as a young man with his family. He isn’t seeing that

he’s propagating the same ignorance that put him there. The same with some of the Jewish people I know who are full on Socialist -

and they are children of holocaust survivors.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reiner Fuellmich's Freedom Grand Jury is NOW odysee.com/@Corona-Investigative-Committee:5/t:c5?r=8fzb7FcLhNkH2gyUnN..
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Hospitals have become death houses" Dr. Sherri Tenpenny:

rumble.com/vu0wnb-this-week-with-dr.-t-jan.31-2022-guest-dr.bryan-ardi..
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Terrible times are at hand. Most people won’t put the dots together. God is denigrated by media, kids are victims of professionally

applied strategies to shape their perspectives, and we ]nd we cannot trust the current government in the COVID issue. Thank God for

people like Mercola, and others who have passion for truth and defy the media popular narratives. There is evil in the world, and

liberalism with its PC is their main device. “They” had to denigrate and eliminate the Bible and make its opposition appear like

mainstream. Religions are not perfect, but they provide some structure and wisdom that is sorely needed, but even the Christian faith

today has become corrupted with impunity in so many segments that are government supported.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lots to watch ....We are The United States of PFIZER
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

*correction [Lew] Rockwell this morning. Throughout life, if we are seekers of the truth, we experience epiphany several times along

the way. I’ve been coming into a deeper understanding of the total manipulation of life [again]. The Matrix, The Truman Show & Squid

Games represent my current view coupled with the saying, “the average man plans for Saturday night, the wealthy for generations”.

Unk au. Which is why most of us can’t comprehend that we’re being manipulated. It’s the forrest through the trees bit, we’re walking

around with our palms in front of our face unable to get a clear picture. This platform, all of you including myself are plugged into the

matrix. Swimming in their vomit.  Love you all : ) www.lewrockwell.com/2022/02/gary-d-barnett/once-again-exuberant-optimi..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lew not Lee. While Gary Barnett says "Optimism is a wonderful trait when accompanied by knowledge, fact, and truth, but

optimism accepted under the pretense of false hope is a very dangerous proposition to be sure". I like what David Martin says

about the word hope. He no longer uses the word hope and has replaced it with the word certainty. Certainty: something

inevitable. Certainty is a conclusion of outcome that is beyond doubt. The article by Barnett covers a lot of territory. But he

totally leaves out one proven certainty. imho.

 And that is this entire hoax is a continuation of plans to depopulate the planet with gemocide, with murder, with sterility and 5G

? control among others. He does end by saying this attack on the children will only end with physical violence but he does not

leave one with any further thoughts on physical violence. btw gemocide is the killing by government of all groups while

genocide is killing of a national, ethic, or religious group. I didn't follow your remark, "Swimming in their vomit". Glad I wasn't

eating while reading.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, Otis101. Certainty is what we seek when we go for Justic through the Law. It is a goal worth the effort. And for our

democracy sparked by the Declaration of Independence, the certainty was stated as OUR INALIENABLE RIGHTS -- Life, Liberty,

and the Pursuit of happiness. THAT is our certainty. That is not a hopefulness. That is OURS as part of our mere existence. We

must confront head-on any rogue government, or rogue bureaucratic agency or agency potentate such as Fauci who moves and

collaborates to deny us.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis101, Actually autocorrect changed the spelling hence the mistake. Swimming in their vomit is a visual representation of the

delusions of grandeur that we live in.
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "covid" shots do not save anyone- they only maim and murder. I was at the rally and it was quite unique. The portrayal from the

media is obvious garbage. It was a rally of people with actual diversi]ed political, religious and personal beliefs. The most powerful

speakers that day were the African American speakers along with RFK and Pierre Kory. They should be featured and I'm not saying that

along racial lines I'm simply saying that due to what they said and how it resonates with those who were there and how they get the

overall big picture.

Go look at the speeches of Christine Parks, Pastor Aaron Lewis, Kevin Jenkins and Rizza Islam.  Meanwhile in the Southenr Tier of NY

a young man was killed by these toxic injections. What is unique here is that coroner is stating this unequivocally.  George Watts Jr.,

age 24, has died from myocarditis from the P]zer injection. The county is currently working on similar cases according to Bradford

County Chief Deputy Coroner Timothy Cahill Jr. twitter.com/Angelasfreenews/status/1489773688408920064?cxt=HHwWgMCy1dj..
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btryan1
Joined On 7/18/2020 10:51:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The media is our worst enemy. It is currently imploding right in front of our eyes however, we need to hasten this unraveling now

before it's too late. Dump your idiot box today, ignore any mandates and do not comply with this evilness. Folks, it's now or never. If not

for yourself do it for your kids and their kids...please start today!
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lisedm
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Hi! It is anti-human to refuse a demand or to receive a so-called medical intervention in order to participate in society.  Of course!

Think of "hate" speech for a moment. What is that "really" about? Hate is an intense emotion, and everyone has a right to hate. If you

don't, then you can't love either. All of this occurs in the body. If you don't have the right to hate, love and so forth, then someone else

"owns" you, and they "dictate" what you can or cannot do = dictatorship/ownership. Hate speech and hate crime is just "another" way to

control your body. Who decides what those are? What no one has a right to do is threaten someone, cause bodily harm to someone, or

destroy their property.

Furthermore, no one has a right to "not" be offended, otherwise, if that were the case, then no one could say or do anything. In other

words, we would be statues - just as solid as can be - no action whatsoever. So emotions are bodily processes, and they belong to

each live breathing person. It is what you do or not do with your emotions that really counts = control over your body. If you lose

control and cause harm to someone else, then someone else will take control over your body and off to jail you go. Be careful how you

experience or use emotions. That is the key.  Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician)
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settinsun11
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Thankyou Dr Mercola You continue to be a lifeline of truth . Long before this world wide predicament,I enjoyed your site for the best of

medical assistance and well-being. Pure gratitude that I write today. Thnkyou
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The booster shot caused a 60% increase in excess deaths in the 0 to 44 age group, for seven weeks from mid August to early October.

stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=104676&fbclid=IwAR0x_G_K73m6gp8v..
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…..6/ But let’s stop putting these “experts” on a pedestal and expecting them to give us counsel on every other topic as well, especially

if they are still pro]ting from that evil, Satanic system. Anyone who is trained in “medicine” starts out with a handicap when speaking

about anything regarding true health, and not an advantage. Because to speak truth regarding health, someone trained for years in the

Satanic system of medicine needs literally years to deprogram themselves from this evil cult, before they can be considered a true

expert on this topic, and very few are willing to give up their lucrative careers and “superstar” status in society to take that journey.

There is only one person who can provide true healing, and he is available, free of charge, to all who call upon him. Everyone who calls

on the name of the Lord will be saved. (Romans 10:13) He himself bore our sins in his body on the tree, so that we might die to sins

and live for righteousness; by his wounds you have been healed. (1 Peter 2:24)."    1-6/ above :- From: “How Much Longer will the World

Continue to Look to Medical Doctors to Save Them?" Jan 2 Vaccine Impact News

vaccineimpact.com/2022/how-much-longer-will-the-world-continue-to-look..
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....5/ I can only conclude that many of these Alternative Health doctors must believe that Satan is stronger than God, and that Satan

has now come up with something that even God cannot ]x, and therefore hundreds of Scripture passages in the Bible no longer apply

such as: Jesus looked at them and said, “With man this is impossible, but with God all things are possible.” (Matthew 19:26) Ask and it

will be given to you; seek and you will ]nd; knock and the door will be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks

]nds; and to him who knocks, the door will be opened. Which of you, if his son asks for bread, will give him a stone? Or if he asks for a

]sh, will give him a snake? If you, then, though you are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more will your

Father in heaven give good gifts to those who ask him! (Matthew 7:7-11).

Jesus healed many who had various diseases. He also drove out many demons, but he would not let the demons speak because they

knew who he was. (Mark 1:34). He welcomed them and spoke to them about the kingdom of God, and healed those who needed

healing. (Luke 9:11) and many, many other passages in the Bible where God heals through Jesus. It is time to stop idolizing these

medical professionals.

Anyone who.... look[s] to the stethoscope and the rod of Asclepius, or the Caduceus, the rod with the serpents intertwined around

them, as the symbol and authority for their health....that represents the medical system is part of a Satanic cult, using a Satanic

symbol that represents “medicine,” commonly translated in the Bible as “sorcery” or “witchcraft.” They are experts on how evil the

system is, and those blowing the whistle on the COVID-19 scam as insiders within that system are providing a great service to the

public right now by exposing this evil....6/
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.....4/ Some are not there, others are there with minor kickbacks, and at least one, as I just mentioned, has received $MILLIONS and

apparently is still receiving these kickbacks from the very companies he is allegedly blowing the whistle on. An MD or DO does NOT

Make Someone an Expert on Everything Sadly, here in the West we idolize medical professionals, and consider them experts on just

about everything, as long as they hang an MD or DO after their name. To seem even more credible on whatever topic they are talking

about, they just simply need to drape a stethoscope across their neck to validate whatever they are saying.

There are real anti-vaccine doctors in the ]eld of Alternative Medicine who have been anti-vaccine for many years, but they too are

now achieving “superstar” status in the Alternative media, as they are interviewed on subjects beyond just vaccines or medicine. Some

of them are “Christian” doctors and are even starting to give out religious advice. One of them has made the claim that if you receive

one of the COVID-19 gene-altering shots, that your DNA will be changed and you will become a “trans-human” and therefore no longer

be able to be saved by Jesus Christ.

This is blasphemous, and I will expose this more in future articles. Another one of these Alternative Health doctors was recently

interviewed on a large Alternative Media platform about “spiritual warfare” and told the audience that if they got the spike protein

injected inside of them, there is no way to get it out. How sad that this false teaching could be discouraging the millions of people who

were fooled into thinking these shots were bene]cial, but now know better, but are being told by these Alternative Health doctors that

there is no hope for them!.....5/
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.....3/ But they are still products of the pharmaceutical industry, and I myself would never take them, because there are natural

products that have never been patented by a drug company that are available to everyone and just as effective, if not more effective.

One of the most often interviewed American doctors in this regard has truly reached “superstar” status in his rounds with some of the

top names in the Alternative media, but his area of expertise is not even vaccines, but oncology, the ]eld of cancer research, which is

just as corrupt as the vaccine industry. And yet no one I have heard interview him has brought this topic up.

Now that he knows how corrupt and evil the system is, will he abandon his career in this ]eld which is responsible for so much death

and destruction, or is he simply making a name for himself to further his career? Why has no one asked him about all the kickbacks he

has received over the years from the pharmaceutical companies?  There is a website called “Open Payments” where you can type in a

doctor’s name and see how many kickbacks they have received from the pharmaceutical companies. One of the most often

interviewed American doctors in this regard has truly reached “superstar” status in his rounds with some of the top names in the

Alternative media, but his area of expertise is not even vaccines, but cardiology, which is just as corrupt as the vaccine industry as

they have promoted the lipid theory of heart disease for decades that allowed harmful statin cholesterol-lowering drugs to rake in

$BILLIONS over the years (mostly P]zer’s Lipitor) while destroying the health of seniors who need cholesterol for proper brain

functioning.

Type in your favorite “superstar” doctor in the Alternative media yourself at Open Payments and see this for yourself....4/
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....2/ Who is funding them to take all this time to address the public through the Alternative media? They have exposed the evil nature

of COVID-19 vaccines and protocols, but what about all the other evil medicines and protocols that have been harming people and

creating a class of sick people dependent upon this corrupt industry for so many years now, that they themselves have pro]ted from?

Has anyone asked them about this? Have they repented of these sins, and renounced their involvement in this evil, corrupt system that

enslaves people? Again, I have a high regard for these whistleblowers, and I have no doubt that their coming forward to expose the

COVID fraud has saved many lives.

But we have one of the leading voices in the UK and Europe admit that he used to work at a very high position in one of the most evil

companies in the world who has also produced the greatest amount of these gene-altering bioweapon shots. And he made a lot of

money doing so. How many lives were previously destroyed and enslaved due to his past involvement with this evil company? Has he

repented of that? Does he plan to continue working in this industry? Quite frankly, anyone who begins what they say with the phrase “I

am not anti-vaccine” is admitting they are still part of this evil system and the vaccine cult, since history has shown us that NO vaccine

has ever conferred health nor eliminated any infectious disease, only caused harm.

The medical mantra for vaccines is a statement of belief in a cult, and the most unscienti]c statement that has ever come out of the

medical system is applied to “vaccines”: “The science of vaccines has been settled.” Many of the U.S. doctors who have blown the

whistle on the COVID scam have had great success in treating patients with older drugs already approved by the FDA.....3/
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From a critical Christian perspective:- ".....COVID-19 has Produced a New Class of “Superstar” Doctors.  And while there have been

doctors and other medical professionals prior to COVID-19 who have blown the whistle on the dangers of the pharmaceutical industry,

especially vaccines, the sheer volume of lies, deception, and premeditated murder that surrounded Donald Trump’s Operation Warp

Speed program to rush these experimental injections to market, led many medical professionals to step back and say: Oh wait. This

isn’t right. I can’t be part of this and I need to warn others. It took something as large and horri]c as COVID-19 to get this new class of

medical whistleblowers to come forward, and since they are a part of this evil system, their testimonies on just what was happening

with these bioweapon shots became a key piece of the information exposing this evil.

And we featured and published a lot of their work in our effort to wake up the public. Their voices were very much needed, and I have

no doubt that lives were saved because they came forward at great risk to their careers. But now some of these medical doctors, most

all of whom are very careful to preface much of what they say about the gene altering bioweapon shots with the phrase “I am not

anti-vaxx,” are achieving superstar status among the public, and their opinions are sought after on all sorts of topics besides just

exposing the evil behind COVID.

Do these medical doctors deserve to be treated like superstars, and is the public correct in looking to them as leaders for whatever is

going to come next as this drama unfolds in the year ahead and beyond? What about their work and careers pre-COVID? As these

medical doctors are interviewed in all these media appearances,  I don’t think I have heard one single member of the Alternative Media

ask them about their previous work and involvement in the Satanic, evil medical system. Are they still “practicing medicine”? .....2/
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Hi, wonderful Mercola girls and guys. There is a video, worth every minute: freedomplatform.tv/rose-icke-6-the-vindication  Ir clearly

explains what is going on.
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https://www.darpa.mil /news-events/breakthrough-biological-technologies-for-national-security  need to know about anything ask

Darpa https://www.darpa.mil   with $trillions of your tax money and see all the projects YOU are paying for..covid and directed energy

weapons to AI and you...what in the future? go look
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www.darpa.mil/.../ai-next-campaign  For more than ]ve decades, DARPA has been a leader in generating groundbreaking

research and development (R&D) that facilitated the advancement and application of rule-based and statistical-learning based

AI technologies. Today, DARPA continues to lead innovation in AI research as it funds a broad portfolio of R&D programs,

ranging from basic research to advanced technology development. DARPA believes this future, where systems are capable of

acquiring new knowledge through generative contextual and explanatory models, will be realized upon the development and

application of “Third Wave” AI technologies.
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www.darpa.mil/.../EPIC_Layout_]nal.pdfSince  the 1970s, DARPA has been a champion of progress in microelectronics

technologies. The agency’s research and development efforts helped enable nearly a half-century of exponential growth in the

number of transistors on computer chips and a staggering increase in processing power. While chip performance has increased

dramatically, the rate at which data can move between chips and other electronic components has lagged. This problem is

especially acute in modern applications, such as machine learning and high-speed communication, which require massive data

movement between processors and memory. In recent decades, DARPA recognized that enlisting photons instead of, or in

tandem with, electrons in the ope
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and we ain't seen nothing yet.....Preventing Pandemics ARPANET ARPANET Deep Learning Deep Learning EPIC EPIC Make-It

MAKE-IT Microphysiological Systems Microphysiological Systems Quantum Sensing Quantum Sensing Wide bandgap

semiconductor Wide Bandgap Semiconductor Stealth Stealth Sigma Sigma VLSI
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I took the 1st P]zer shot on September 1st, because my husband thought we should. Within 10 hours, I was visited with an itching

rash from my shoulders to my ankles. It brought out a swelling from just below my left knee to my ankle and brought out a 7 year old

case of psoriasis around my ankle. I have not had a shoe, like my exercise shoes, tied around my ankle since then! AND, now, there is a

swelling in my left leg between my knee and the ankle. My Dr. did not like what he saw. I go tomorrow for some tests. Who knows what

that "shot' has done to me or so many others wh have taken it! I was perfect;y healthy, for a 78 year old, until I took that "shot"! I call it

the culling of humanity! ! !
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There is already a bill (*** Durbin- Democrat- Illinois) before congress to ban supplements.... hey big pharma is GOD, of course they

will ban them and have a chemical for us to take... it's a supplement prohibition bill. "The FDA can count on mainstream media to

mislead the public. Let’s get the truth out and stop this bill. Action Alert! Sen. *** Durbin (D-IL)’s bill, S.1425, is meant to “improve the

safety of dietary supplements by [requiring] manufacturers of dietary supplements to register dietary supplements with the Food and

Drug Administration and to amend labeling requirements with respect to dietary supplements.” Sounds innocuous, doesn’t it? But as

we reported in August, this is nothing but a smokescreen—a naked power grab for the FDA and an attempt to regulate safe dietary

supplements as if they were dangerous FDA-approved prescription drugs. " anh-usa.org/durbin-anti-supplement-bill
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Plans are underway for the next rally. I hope it is posted here as soon as info is available. We MUST make every attempt to go! I missed

DC but cannot miss this one.
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I'm a republican, but I'd vote for Robert F. Kenned, Jr., for US President; and I'm not the only republican who feels that way.
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James Kennedy? Maybe Robert F. Kennedy Jr (RFK Jr)?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Right, Ringer2. James Kennedy has passed away. Thanks. Not the ]rst time I made that mistake
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Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some people are just naturally more susceptible to manipulation. These are the ones most likely to be taken in by a cult, especially by

the group some know as the "Covidians". We seriously need to get schools to teach kids how to think for themselves and how to

question leaders rather than blindly follow them. Schools encourage kids to become leaders, but we need far more followers than

leaders so we must also teach kids how to be good followers.
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deediper
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Three cheers for you, Doc! First for regaining your hard-earned info, who knows the countless hours you've spent collecting data;

secondly, for broadcasting the news as bravely as you do! I am SO THANKFUL for God protecting you & your team to be able to get the

info out. Oh, by the way, thanks also for the great products!
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nickjj
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Add as Friend  Send Message

When these public health ogcials -- Collins, Fauci, Walensky, Biden with his mandates -- force themselves on us -- acting as if they are

professionally capable of limiting the drugs and medical remedies we need and forcing experimental and fast-tracked drugs on us --

then they should be liable as any other doctor is for botching our health outcomes! We should be able to sue these public health

ogcials for MALPRACTICE, because THEY KNEW ALL ALONG these covid drugs (which they called "vaccines" -- and that IS

misinformation they spewed on us for two years!) had not been tested adequately.

THEY KNEW because they are the very ones who stopped full testing and destroyed outcome information by destroying placebo group

integrity, etc. They are predatory pro]teers and criminals, and we have to start treating them like what they are. Sue THESE PUBLIC

HEALTH DICTATORS for malpractice BECAUSE THEY WERE PRACTICING MEDICINE WITH CRIMINAL INTENT TO PROFIT NO MATTER

WHAT INJURIES AND DIRE OUTCOMES WERE CAUSED BY THEIR ACTIONS!
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Joined On 5/5/2014 1:43:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

George Takei’s statement that the “unvaccinated” should be denied proper medical treatment is akin to saying that homosexual men

should be denied treatment for AIDS.
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He’s a nut
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said by all involved in this article. It is going to take sacri]ce, and it's going to take spreading the truth in the highways and

byways of life, because a vast amount of our communications pathways are slowly having the life squeezed out of them. We need to

spread the truth and coelesce around a plan of supporting only freedom loving businesses, and only voting for freedom loving

politicians whose campaigns can be proven devoid of Corporate cash. We need freedom loving billionaires to build ISP's that

guarantee freedom of speech, Webhosting that guarantees freedom of speech and we need some freedom loving billionaires to create

our own monetary system based on real currency.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for Info-packed email and research. Solve the underlying problem! Florida can declare Ivermectin over-the-counter and tell

FDA to "kiss my sunshine" like states did with Marijuana. STOP FEAR and TYRANNY! Amazing new study on Ivermectin pills solving

Covid, but ALSO attacking cancer-causing parasites, and attacking cancer cells directly. 4brevard.com/corona.shtml
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4brevard, Knowing that Ivermectin costs one penny in most countries - I have no doubt Ivermectin works against cancer! I

wonder what % of people in Africa get cancer? as they all take a weekly Ivermectin (or chloroquine) against malaria.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember the names "Rasmussen Reports" (the source of all these inuammatory--and I guarantee you bogus-- statistics about what

Democrats favour) and its mysterious current owner Noson Lawen Partners.  A "conservative think tank?"" Ya think? I have no

proof--only a strong hunch--this out]t will turn out to be a false uag operation of the Russians or Chicoms. Watch and learn.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Truckers plan to shut down the Super Bowl February 13th. They are protesting and stopping the so-called "Covid Blitz". Covid will be

promoted in a constant over the top planned PR event. Giving out and requiring they be worn Kn95 masks. Proof of vax or negative

test. Free testing kits for all attendees. Sites set up to give the shot and testing. Next stop for the Truckers is DC, then to state

capitals. www.dailydot.com/debug/facebook-suspends-trucker-protest-groups-qanon-..
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The Honkening will continue until Freedom is restored. The honking is so incredibly effective at causing accelerated menticide

in the normals, it is tantamount to a miracle. I've got to remember to turn down my hearing aids. Yesterday the big rig truckers

honking as they passed our signage on Main street was good to hear but too loud with the aids on.
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What is it about democrats that make them more fearful and accepting of misinformation by "authority"?
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They’re brainwashed and brain dead
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Maybe they're too gullible and susceptible to deception?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Free the media. That means take away the ownership of the media by a few very rich people and put it back in the hands of multiple

owners with different motives than a drug industry gone bad. Investigate ]nancial ties of the Congress to the drug industry. Then

publicize those ties by individual congress people to the drug industry. Publicize the conuicts of interest within the FDA in a really

public way. The agencies of government are owned. Provide a better checks and balances against all the agencies. Yes, that means

]ring the ones with obvious conuicts of interest.

Get rid of the Congress people obviously in the payroll of the drug industries. Might see a whole lot of new faces if and when we do

that. Then go after the criminal activity within the drug corporations. Sound unrealistic? Well it is. The horses long since have left the

barn. The people over all of this are laughing all the way to the bank. Because they know they still control everything, including our

lives. IF and WHEN the American public ever wakes up to the horrible things being done . . . well they are not likely to wake up any time

soon.
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One of our biggest problems was that the internet has not come under the de]nition of a Free Press or public airwaves. So,

what is going to happen when there are no newspapers, no radio programs because they're all supplanted by digital formats?

It's crazy. The internet should be Free Press too. We've been stabbed in the back by the FCC. The other thing that went wrong

was failure to prevent the Free Press to fall victim to Monopolistic Enterprise, Conglomerate Ownership; the ANTI-TRUST LAWS

should have been applied stringently. If anything proves the Dark Side plays the Long Game, it is the erosion OVER DECADES of

our right to have a free platform for Free Speech.
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what we have witnessed is the complete disguise of the absolute deterioration and destruction of the worlds economy. This truth has

been temporally invisible because of the large shadow of the false plandemic. With trillions and trillions of US DOLLARS, NOW safely

stored away in various vaults and "buy" calls, not yet realized--electronic currency is surely about to premier. COUNT ON IT, how else

can they hide the incompetency of back to back too big to fails on the world...
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Bottom line is that the de-population plan has been fully implemented.  It's been going on for a long time actually; now it's in the

forefront since the effects can no long be ignored.  I've always wondered why toxic substances are in our so-called vaccines.  Now i

know why without a doubt. De-population plan with these vaccines, and other drugs all along.
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That those who have taken control are FORCING the covid vaccine on us (despite some legal rejection of mandates) AND

including pregnant women proves your point. This disturbing article indicates many dire possibilities from the "vaccine" were

too revealing and P]zer did not continue further to establish safety for pregnant women -- not even for the hundreds of

pregnant women in their truncated study! dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/02/hidden-p]zer-covid-19-vaccine-trial-data-sh..
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I never thought I'd be living in a once-free country where we now have crazy, crazy insane people running the country. They are bat

#(*(# crazy.
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sunOowerjanis
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Senator Ron Johnson wrote a letter putting the DOD on notice after receiving testimony from Ohio's own attorney Tom Renz on data

that's been gathered from 3 whistle blowers on the after effects of the Covid19 mandated shot on DOD personnel.  Attorney Renz gave

his testimony near the end of the 5+ hour long Covid roundtable held January 24, 2022 with doctors, nurses, scientists & attorneys

who have been on the frontline of this pandemic.  Here's the link to the 5.5 hours of testimony:

rumble.com/vt62y6-covid-19-a-second-opinion.html
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This is typical and a human reaction, once you get in power you ignore the democratic rules that got you there unless you are forced to

obey the rules of democracy which is not being done. The rules are being suppressed via censorship. Promoting utopia without

democracy is worse than capitalism.
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If Kirsch is right with his numbers 1 million have been injured and remain unseen and unknown to the general public. All the speakers

spoke well and with great concern for the future. But if the proof sits in some data bank controlled by the ogcials the public will never

know and more so understand what the speakers are talking about. The proof is in the vaccine injured stories and numbers which sit

in VAERS or unregistered and in some small way in various hosting channel testimonials. These rallies spike interest to the public

since they are often broadcast by competing channels and so may get coverage and inform the general viewer.

Some very popular media hosts may even want to talk about it. But the proof is in the data bases for what these speakers are referring

to which remains non visual and impersonal sitting as data in some computer. A vaccine injured rally with people or their

representative who have been harmed by Covid vaccines brings that data base visually alive and in the open with human faces to tell

their story. People will get that message straight away... here is the proof walking and talking. Literally the VAERS data in human form

rallying, walking and talking evidence.
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"The good news is that more and more people are waking up to the insanity," This is the one totally false statement. Same article says

almost 60% Dems want everyone reading this to be arrested. Hello?? These people must be dealt with as our enemies and enemies of

America, media Brainwashing notwithstanding. If you remain unconvinced ask yourself this. The way things are progressing do you

think its more or less likely that you could be arrested or encamped before these people are unbrainwashed? It may take years to

debrief brainwashed per MI6, the old KGB and other intelligence agencies incl CIA.
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Hahahah....people react to this "Political stage show".......republicans ..liberals , conservatives , green party communist

party...democrats..........actors ....its ALL just ENTERTAINMENT!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ROFLMAO......It is ALL like watching TV......its all

PROPAGANDA. Brain Training...and its all a way to milk millions$$  out of billions of brain dead people.....
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Lionell, I don't believe "encampment" will happen, the leaders are not violating the laws, they are not forcing you to get a shot, it's

businesses, airplanes, buses, trains and your employer who are stopping to serve you, they have that right.  The government is

most likely threatening to pull these businesses license if they don't comply. WE still have the right to not comply and leave our

houses, just no place to go. Maybe we need a new approach, but DO NOT COMPLY should work if enough of us quit getting the

vax, quit their jobs and quit uying and participating, and please attend rallys.
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Yeah......Millions stand-up for no vaccination mandate.....but how many are gonna die from 5G radiation? ..oh 5G is killing millions

righty now......and no one wants to investigate that fact...no one wants to face the facts that BILLION are gonna die from 5G

radiation...and this is a FACT..!!! Provern over and over  but since ya can't see the RF Radiation....ya can't smell it..but its there...and can

easly be detected.....using meters ...........but unless it hits like a baseball bat..no body will know what happened .....but the uneducated

medical people will wrongly label it as "Covid" or "omicrom" or some other ridicules name so thye can "preform' some 'medical

procedure' .....when your virtually "cooked internally'.....

All Billions KNOW is what they have been TOLD to KNOW...billions are not going to take the time check the facts... This entire last 2+

years as made billions ]ght and hate each other..wear absurd masks .....dance for their TV and when a government makes you 'dance

to their drummer'....well whats the since of paying these 'leaders' if they arenothing more than a 'Mouthpiece' for ' Higher-up Idiot.."

ROFLMAO.....:)  Dance Peon , Dance Goy.....
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but its really "FRY GOY< FRY!!!!!!!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been 'Crowing ' about this for YEARS!!! and no one want to listen or INVESTIGATE what I have informed ya

about.....NO.....everyone wants to label as a "Medical Condition" so doctors can Act and do a "Medical Procedure" so thye ,

unknowingly, can pump you full of graphene oxide' which has no medical bene]ts , but when you have this in your body 5G can

interact with you....and this is all so well PROVEN as in a FACT...but the Governments are not allowed to "ASK QUESTIONS" only

to DICTATE what YOU WILL DO !!!!!!!! YES.....PEONS ..Dance the Governmemnt Dance....get on you knees to some creeper and

kiss their feet.....fu*king BootLickers.... and THANK YOU TRUCKERS IN OTTAWA !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree that 5G is bad news. Can you provide any evidence of what you suggest?  Studies do show possible damage by higher

freq MW radiation but not billions dead or dying.
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Lionel11...............sure ...do like I have done.....research the internet or wonder by a "cell phone tower" with a RF meter and see

the vast radiation being emitted...or buy a frequence metre and see what frequecy it on....usually around 2.45 gigahertz , but

they can operate on a very wide freq bands from .5 gigahertz to 300 gigahertz....but what interesting is that 2.45 GHz is what

you microwave oven cooks or water boils at...and what are you? 90+ water....Now Using a nbit of the stuff called 'logic'.... If I sat

here and pointed out a site you should visit and read .....most would not do it....and most would say its a lie .......But since I have

over 60 years in the radio world...as an amateur radio operator and experimenter and have had 60 years of unlimited use or a lot

of equipment...

I have gained a lot of ]rst-hand KNOWLEDGE in the RF ]eld ...and knowing how far advanced the earths Militaries are with

antiquated DARPA ....and newer Units....:)  to the trillions spent of some unbelievable advancements in the RF world......even

advanced over AI.....:P  From MyMountain's............ 'Laboratories' ...........deep inside MyMountain... !!!!!!!!!!GOOD DAY!!!!!!!!!!!
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DARPA budget...LOL.....mostly unlimited.... "The President's FY2022 budget request for DARPA is $3.528 billion. The FY2021

enacted budget was $3.500 billion." + thats 3.5 TRILLION ......and my electric bill was $97... HolyCow
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"More than anyone else, the media bear responsibility for stirring up this hate, creating political division and polarizing Americans

against each other" The above is all you need to know about the Reset of which Covid is the means to an end. Unless we bust them up

we have no chance to avoid slavery. This is old article but each day becomes more critical....worldyturnings.blog
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Dd4God
Joined On 1/28/2022 9:26:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stopping the mandates, and must stop Vax jab causing injury, and govt Draconian efforts to control our lives and futures.
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Sparky 77
Joined On 9/23/2015 10:03:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for publishing all these videos of brave, heroic, dedicated, truth-sharing speakers - so inspiring to me & I'm

sure to my fellow "Mercolans." Many great quotes were given; my favorite was from Dr. Malone - "St. Augustine famously said - the

truth is like a LION - you don't have to defend it, let it loose, it will defend itself!" Amen - truth is rising! God bless you Dr. M for

continuing to "unleash the lion" so courageously on your website. Roar!
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joemorgan
Joined On 12/12/2012 5:36:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This comment under the Malone Speech is totally false and sounds like a Fox news sound bite. "As it stands, it appears half of all

so-called “Democrats” have been brainwashed into supporting nihilistic totalitarianism, the complete rejection of established laws,

democracy and constitutional rights." First, Democrats do not support totalitarianism but rather are working hard to prevent our

government from disintegrating into an autocracy. Second, Democrats are trying to maintain the rule of law against a vast mob of GOP

operatives who have tried to overthrow the government based on lies about the last Presidential election. Third, Democracy requires

the people have a vote to make their voice heard.

The GOP has passed dozens of voter suppressing laws since the last election even though there was barely a trace of election fraud.

Fourth. The GOP has gerrymandered the district maps to death, in some cases making it impossible for a minority to win any seat in

their district. Fifth. The Democratic belief is that the constitution is the rule of law for the US. So many GOP operatives have

disregarded this and are doing their best to break the laws that protect our democracy and claim it is to strengthen our country. Your

paragraph reminds me of the Fox News intro of President Biden when he was a candidate.

They prefaced his name with "Sleepy, creepy, crazy, socialist democrat, islamist Joe Biden." The paragraph I cite is a tell that you or

whoever wrote the article is hardcore right-wing and pro-autocracy for the US. I have not seen Democrats being hateful as you say but

being tolerant of the intolerant fringe right who wants to break all laws and rule day by day based on emotional feelings of the day.

Overall I ]nd your information good and I rely on it. This little paragraph is a tell which could be omitted from the article altogether and

the article would be the better for it.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Liberaltards want a civil war??? Really? There's one thing I know for sure and that's the fact that the Republicans own probably 20

times more guns than the Liberals. The Reps probably own 500 times more ammo than thr Libs. There's a reason for this and it's not

because us Reps are gun crazy killers. In other words, it will be a very short war! I saw this day coming 30+ years ago. We own so

many guns and ammo so when the day comes we can defend ourselves. Now you have a leftist-grown terrorists group called Antifa

that's funded by a billionaire Marxists (George Soros) to worry about. The Liberaltard DA's in all the Liberaltard cities won't even

prosecute these people! You have to learn to defend yourself against these crazy Liberals! Introduce them to the only shot that will

prevent them from catching covid19: A live round from a ]rearm!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may think that this is "off topic". It is not. www.canucknews.ca/post/canada-dominion-voting-systems-and-soros-connec..  I've

been trying to get people to understand this for many years. Here are some highlights: "The in]ltration of Soro's operatives in Canada

started many decades ago. Mass migration began by design in many countries, including those in Europe. This was by design to

create chaos, division, to make it easier to enforce the Globalist Agenda. Many illegal migrants also make it easier for various types of

governmental fraud-like election rigging. As stated in my previous article, George Soros along with Lord Malloch-Brown, have been

sowing the Globalist seeds for decades." "Tides Canada which is a George Soros connected foundation, is located in the same building

as Dominion Voting Systems. Tell me how Soros does NOT own Dominion Voting Systems? Tides Canada- 360-215 Spadina Ave

Toronto, ON Dominion Voting Systems 200-215 Spadina Ave Toronto, ON
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes and he is very active in the US - he has bought several Attorney Generals and votes in local elections -

capitalresearch.org/article/living-room-pundits-guide-to-soros-distric..

 conservativeplaylist.com/2021/10/18/george-soros-drops-1m-to-stop-city..

 www.forbes.com/sites/daviddawkins/2021/07/19/george-soros-and-bill-gat..

 bwcentral.org/2018/06/the-shared-agendas-of-george-soros-and-barack-ob..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thank's, Max. Absolutely no surprise there!
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

George Soros has been working on destroying this country for 40 years (at least). In a 1978 interview in Newsweek he

expressed his hatred of this country and his goal was destruction. Other countries have banned him and suing him, yet we just

let him to whatever he wants. He has met with Bill Gates at his compound many times - I think the combo of Gates, Soros and

Fauci (I read he was Gates' roommate in college but can't verify and he works for Gates - on his Gates Foundation board of

directors) are the evil trio.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not off-topic....agree here also. I recall hearing 'and' seeing Geo. Soros' name many yrs. ago as my late husband, who used to

read more news than I did (then) familiarized his name to me. He, (Geo. Soros) is truly an evil man who has no use for us or our

'what HAS been' - free country. He also has no conscience. Unfortunately, his name isn't 'out there' often enough for people to

connect his actions with the others. Rarely when I mention his name to someone, have they heard of him, but most are familiar

with King Gates, although not necessarily his evil plans and connection with Soros.   Their knowledge of King Gates is that he

invented the internet.  As to King Gates & Co. their wicked minds never quit thinking...planning...scheming...preparing...and

anxiously waiting for all their evil deeds to be completed.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Pixie. Yes; every one of those evil minions hate humanity! Oddly enough; none of those bloodsuckers even look human

to me! Healthiest; thank's for the reply and support on the formatting issue. I asked an acquaintance, a couple of days ago, if he

had heard of Soros...of course not!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a good husband you had Healthiestchoices, of course.... I meet foreigners almost everyday and they've left Europe as they

have lost their countries....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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yeah.Snorous has his k i ke nose in everyone asssshole...the slimy scum is a creeper Paedophile and should be hung with a

rope
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NanaBarbg
Joined On 4/20/2020 9:42:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am 67 years old and got the third jab the ]rst of November. The day after I had lots of stomach issues that would start around four in

the afternoon, terrible insomnia and exhaustion afterwards that lasted for about 4 to 6 weeks. I have high blood pressure and had it

under control until about three weeks ago. I do have an dr appointment in a couple days. I am very lucky in that she practices natural

medicine along with western medicine and has attended lectures from Dr Mercola. I keep looking for a list of side affects but can't ]nd

a good list. Is elevated blood pressure on the list? I know Dr Mercola had a list several months ago but can't ]nd it anymore. Thanks

for everyone's comments and insight.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why did you get it?
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's site you might glean some helpful information from. You've seen Dr. Mercola's protocols and the ones he recommends,

but I wonder if he's seen this one and what he thinks about it. It's from a holistic doctor.

metanutrients.com/.../dr-ariyana-loves-detox-protocol  And you might ]nd some ideas from this website of Healthcare

professionals who were injured by the COVID inoculations, and discuss among themselves what they are dealing with, and what

helps to alleviate the side effects. www.medscape.com/sites/public/covid-19/vaccine-insights/how-concerned-..  And maybe

you can share this site with those who are on the fence about the COVID inoculations, or those who have had 1 or 2 and felt no

side effects.

This link can give them a way out from this vaccine because it demonstrates how there a lot of placebos in certain batch codes,

as well as revealing lethal vaccine codes and less than lethal with severe adverse events. howbad.info
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earlymornings
Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So disappointed in the go-fund-me announcement to refund the fund or give to charity. Here is the video of Corporal Bullard who did

work for Trudeau. muse.ai/vc/orKNUyt?fbclid=IwAR0B2VgXpPZd9PkOpEhy1klMp0Wts1O2oAOWv1wNul..  Here is an article from a

physicist who lives near where the convoy is parked. Very good.

maybury.ca/the-reformed-physicist/2022/02/03/a-night-with-the-untoucha..
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Brenda73
Joined On 6/11/2015 8:57:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Video links not working!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a Ottawa resident who is live streaming all the time, it's a great way to see what is happening in Ottawa - the Trucker

Convoy rumble.com/vu4qc4-live-from-ottawa.html
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chrisphillips
Joined On 9/27/2010 9:26:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i am a freedom lover who is deeply ashamed of (and initially so surprised by) trumpism. i prefer the democrats to the republicans

because i love my freedoms and mother nature, though i certainly think the dems are wrong on some counts (just less wrong than the

alternative......)  but why must we identify with any party beyond voting? we all have our preferences on how to live...the environment is

my biggest concern since we humans are like a virus spreading over and ruining the earth.  we have to have elected government

because humans are not trustworthy, unfortunately...we are greedy and short sighted.

democracy is our best defense against power plays by any minority.. unfortunately we have lost trust in each other and the 'truth' has

become only a relatively thing, used to lead and mislead us...the urge to be part of a tribe is so strong and politicians take advantage

of this to stir our fears. please remember...we all just want to be happy... i remain so grateful to dr m for health advice. such a shame

he has gotten such backlash for not toeing the line with vaccinations.
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nancymat
Joined On 2/5/2015 9:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for putting my thoughts into words, chrisphillips. I listened to Plato's Republic last summer and was dismayed by his

revelation that a democracy always devolves into a tyranny. We're on the cusp...
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humans are a like a virus?  Where do you get your daily bread? Humans. Who built your home? Humans. Who gave you life?

Humans. Who fought for your Liberty that allows you to comment on this website (so far)? Humans. Yes, humans are inherently

evil and are capable of the worst  but can be saved from sin if they come to Christ.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I also am a freedom lover who is deeply ashamed (and still so surprised by) bidenism.  It is very sad that you look at humanity

as a "virus." That really reveals your heart. Are you to decide how many people are allowed on God's green earth? Would you

sacri]ce yourself if there were just one too many persons? I doubt it. When you say we are spreading over the the earth and

ruining it, that also includes you, unless you think you are somehow better than everyone else. You also have problems with

whom you think people should trust which in itself makes you untrustworthy. But "don't worry, be happy!" Peace out brother!
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wait. what?? "We have elected government because humans are not trustworthy, unfortunately...we are greedy and short

sighted." Ummm, unless I am mistaken the "elected government" about whom you speak are "humans," are "not trustworthy," are

"greedy" and are most certainly "short sighted." Furthermore, if you "love [your] freedom" you need to take a look at who is

running the sh!t show right now and is trying to take away just that, "[your] freedom." Moreover, loving mother nature has nothing

to do with politics. It has to do with your innate spiritual relationship with nature and all sentient beings.
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jarhed73
Joined On 4/23/2021 7:07:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is the link to the referenced P]zer study?
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jarhed, Here is the link to one of the docs they released through FOIA so far (they are still attempting to not release the rest for

75 years). phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..   If you read through the entire p]z

document listing all of the adverse events, you will notice that their summary statement on page 29, "Review of the available

data for this cumulative PM experience, con]rms a favorable bene]t: risk balance for BNT162b2" is contradictory to the

numbers of AEs within the body of the study document.  Regards, Shannon
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The risk of dying from COVID for those over 70 is 1,000 times greater than for those under the age of 70" Really? If my "risk of dying"

is 1,000 times greater than younger people; why haven't I been sick? I'll tell you why...because there is no "covid" sickness and death! It

is the uu (remember the uu; where thousands of people allegedly die each year?). I just read from one of my favourite sax sites, that

the instructor is back from his "bout with covid". He did NOT have covid - he had the uu! He "tested positive" for covid and was told;

that's what he was sick with! I'm sick of the BULLSHIT! Either we're on the side of TRUTH; or we're siding with the liars and deceivers!

Which side of history do you want to be on? "Worse, they’ve proven to be an enemy of the people, withholding crucial, life-saving

information while fomenting suspicion, fear, hatred and medical bigotry.".

The lamestream media has NEVER worked "for the people"! Do you even know where the term "Conspiracy Theorist" came from? The

CIA coined the term and the corporate media has used it ever since, to shut down ANYONE who disagrees with the "Ogcial Narrative" -

which is ALWAYS a LIE! The nanobot shots are for one purpose and one purpose only...to genetically alter as many people as possible;

leaving millions dead in its wake! We don't have many rights or freedoms left.

If we don't call out this COVID HOAX for what it is - we will lose everything - "and we will be happy"! Well; I'm already not happy! BTW:

I'm also fed up with having to edit my post, because this site keeps reformatting my text! When I begin a new paragraph; I expect it to

show up as a new paragraph!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, you have unrealistic expectations for paragraph formatting. I, too am totally fed up with the scam. I wear a mask across

my forehead with huge letters stating "ENOUGH! Does it even get a reaction from anyone? No! Unbelievable brain dead zombies.

I have been watching the truckers in Canada, our only hope of an awakening.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian; good for you! Never give in - never give up! There are indeed, many empty craniums out there!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian... Take off the damn mask and Do NOT COMPLY. Wearing masks with the Flag or Anti Covid messages is the ultimate in

hypocricy and the other side laughs at you behind your back. NO GD MASKS!!
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are right, Randy. According to Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, Assistant United States Treasurer under Ronald Reagan, former

Associate Editor of the Wall Street Journal, and the author of books and countless articles, the term "conspiracy theory" was

coined by the CIA to cover its own tracks and to dupe the American people.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ColdTurkey; I think you posted in the wrong thread; but thanks. I hadn't heard anything about Mr. Roberts in a long time. He's

another good guy!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IDL/....but I NEVER wear any mask and walk into stores and buy stuff...only once was 'told to put on a mask...and I looked at that

guard.and quietly told him "I wanna see you put that mask on me" and walked in to the store....funny thing..........they still took

my money......I have never had a mask...and I wanna just see if anyone is gonna grab me at try put a mask on me... Oh One

Guard did grab be..but he will never be a guard again..even after he gets outta jail....
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MAR746294
Joined On 3/21/2016 9:53:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will someone please help me understand if I as a person 77 years old should get the shot or not. So far I have had no shots. It seems

to me this is bad for EVERYONE. I have had no Covid at all so far. Is there proof if I take this shot it will limit symptoms and keep me

out of the hospital and for how long? Will it harm my imune system? I have mild COPD and I am about 25 lbs overweight (working on

this ). I would appreciate a simple explanation on just this subject. I understand about the children and younger folks. Thank you.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can think of no reason why you or anyone should inject a bioweapon which changes your DNA, destroys your immune system

and forces you to become the property of the patent holder. Do not be deceived.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If your goal is to get sick and die (or be transformed into a sub-human); then, by all means, take the Gene Editing Nanobot Shot.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn’t you read this article? The jab is poison that will kill you. Don’t get it unless you have some kind of death wish or trying to

tempt fate to see what happens. Don’t do it. If you do, you can’t undo it. It will destroy you
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO! Absolutely not - it is a huge risk to you - the jabs are not safe, not effective, do not prevent infection, do not prevent

transmission, and the nano technology in them edits your genes. NO DON"T DO IT! Go to Dr Stella Immanuel's website and get

yourself some ivermectin and HCQ. https://drstellamd.com/  A good source on what you can do at home if you become ill with

the cold/uu symptoms associated with the covid brand.

worldcouncilforhealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/WCH-At-Home-Treat..
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Brenda73
Joined On 6/11/2015 8:57:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My father is 80 yrs old with COPD and he has not caught Covid in the 2 yrs it's been supposedly around. He's physical and takes

his vitamin D. Don't take the shot or your health will decline very rapidly!!
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MAR746294 - If you value your life & your well-being, you will steer clear of these "vaccines", which are not, by any stretch of the

imagination, vaccines. Not only will you turn your body into a spike protein factory, with no known "off" switch, for which the

spike protein is both cytotoxic & pathogenic, but the lipid nanoparticles themselves are toxic. They are cationic (positively

charged) and after multiple jabs, have a cumulative effect, similar to ionizing radiation.
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